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2ABSTRACT
The conventional epi-fluorescent wide-field microscope features a uniform illumination
of an extended sample region. A problem arises with this setup since light from out-
of-focus fluorophores is also detected. The result is poor quality in the final image, as
out-of-focus structures appear blurred; furthermore, their emission light contributes to
the background and leads to a reduction in image contrast.
Removing out-of-focus light yields an optically sectioned image: a thin slice of a
thick sample that only contains in-focus information. Taking a stack of such sectioned
images allows for a three-dimensional (3D) view of the specimen. Structured illumina-
tion microscopy for sectioning (sSIM) is a method to obtain optically sectioned data,
similar to that obtained from the widely used confocal microscope. However, sSIM suf-
fers from a limited acquisition rate, as at least three individual raw images are needed
to reconstruct one sectioned slice.
The technique of polarised illumination coded structured illumination microscopy
(picoSIM) combines optical sectioning with high temporal resolution. In picoSIM the
individual light patterns needed to acquire the raw sSIM images are encoded in the
polarisation of the illumination light. This enables the simultaneous acquisition of
the data needed for the sSIM reconstruction, allowing optical sectioning with high
acquisition rates. This thesis describes the theory of picoSIM and presents experimental
results.
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ABOUT THIS THESIS
This thesis is about the experimental realisation of polarised illumination coded struc-
tured illumination microscopy (picoSIM), a fluorescence microscopy technique for ob-
taining optically sectioned data in a single exposure.
It is addressed to readers familiar with the topic of fluorescence microscopy. How-
ever, the first three chapters give a short introduction to the field. After a general
introduction given in chapter 1, chapter 2 introduces basic optical concepts needed
to understand the following chapters. Chapter 3 explains the theory of picoSIM and
structured illumination microscopy (SIM), the microscopy technique behind picoSIM.
Chapter 4 describes the setup, the sample preparation methods and the details of
the data acquisition and processing. The experimental results are shown and discussed




The conventional epi-fluorescent wide-field microscope features a uniform illumination
of an extended sample region. A problem arises with this setup when specimens are
used whose thickness in the direction of the optical axis (i.e. the z-direction) is greater
than the objective’s depth of field. In this case, not only in-focus fluorophores but
also those lying above or below the plane of focus are excited. Since the objective is
not able to distinguish from which part of the sample the emission light originates,
light from out-of-focus fluorophores is also detected. The result is poor quality in
the final image, as out-of-focus structures appear blurred; furthermore, their emission
light contributes to the background and leads to a reduction in image contrast and
signal-to-noise (Fig. 1.1a).
Removing out-of-focus light, i.e. filling the ”missing cone” of the optical transfer
function (see 2.3.2), yields an optically sectioned image: a thin slice of a thick sample
that contains only in-focus information (Fig. 1.1b). Acquiring a stack of sectioned
images allows for a 3D reconstruction of the specimen.
Various microscopy techniques have been developed to obtain optically sectioned
data. The most-used variant is single spot confocal microscopy [5, 6], where an illumi-
nation laser scans the region of interest (ROI) in the sample point-by-point. On the
emission side a pinhole physically blocks the out-of-focus light to achieve the desired
result. This configuration allows the investigation of thick samples. However, confocal
microscopy is inherently limited by scan speed, which is in turn limited by fluorescence
saturation.
A method with improved penetration depth is single spot multiphoton scanning
microscopy [7], where multiple lower energy photons are used for excitation. Due to the
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(a) Wide-field fluorescence image
(b) Sectioning SIM reconstruction
Fig. 1.1: Wide-field image versus sSIM reconstruction: Two images of adult rat cardiomyocytes
stained with monoclonal mouse antibodies against the titin epitope T12 and secondary
Cy2-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies. The data was acquired with
the Zeiss ApoTome and reconstructed in accordance with [3]. Images adopted from [4].
non-linear relationship between illumination intensity and absorption probability, more
light is absorbed in the focal plane, leading to a suppressed background and thus an
optically sectioned image without the necessity of a detection pinhole. Due to the longer
wavelength of the illumination light, this method enables deep tissue penetration with
reduced phototoxicity in out-of-focus planes. However, the longer wavelength entails a
reduced sectioning performance as compared to single spot confocal microscopy.
Spinning disk systems [8–10] are an approach to overcome the speed limitation of
the techniques mentioned before by scanning the specimen simultaneously by multiple
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illumination beams. However, the multiple pinholes on the detection side result in
a reduced axial resolution as out-of-focus light can be detected through an adjacent
pinhole; a phenomenon known as pinhole crosstalk. Another limitation is the low light
efficiency as the major part of the illumination light is blocked by the pinhole disk.
This can be improved by using micro-lenses in combination with the pinhole disk.
A more light efficient spinning disk variant is aperture correlation microscopy [11]
where an alternative optical design guarantees the parallel detection of both the wide-
field and the sectioned in-focus information. In addition to being more light efficient
than conventional spinning disk systems, this variant overcomes the problem of pinhole
crosstalk by subtracting the two raw images and thus yields an improved optical sec-
tioning performance. However, as two images have to be acquired simultaneously, the
field of view is reduced.
Structured illumination microscopy for sectioning (sSIM) is a non-scanning method
to obtain optically sectioned data [3]. A more advanced variant of structured illumina-
tion microscopy (SIM), subsequently referred to as high-resolution SIM (hrSIM), can
provide optical sectioning combined with a significantly higher resolution in all three
dimensions [12, 13]. As a wide-field technique SIM is potentially significantly faster
than scanning techniques. However, the need for acquiring at least three individual
images for a computational reconstruction of a sectioned image limits the acquisition
rate.
All microscopy techniques discussed so far are limited in their acquisition rate. In
confocal microscopy and its variants, the scan process is the limiting factor; in SIM
it is the requirement to acquire multiple images. Although frame rates above 100Hz
have been described [14] none of the above methods allows for imaging fast biological
processes taking place on the microsecond time scale.
A fast alternative to single spot two-photon scanning microscopy is wide-field two-
photon excitation imaging by multifocal temporal focusing [15], where at each time
point several temporally focused [16] diffraction limited spots are non-mechanically
scanned across the sample, yielding an axial resolution comparable to that of two-
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photon scanning microscopy but on a picosecond timescale.
Selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) [17,18] and oblique plane microscopy
(OPM) [19] also do not suffer from slow acquisition rates. In addition, photobleaching
and phototoxicity are reduced, as only the plane of interest is illuminated. This allows
the imaging of biological processes over a long period of time without damaging the
sample. However, both variants suffer from a relatively large slice thickness, increasing
for larger fields of view. A major drawback of SPIM is the requirement to separate
the illumination and emission path. While illuminating the sample from the side, i.e.
from a direction perpendicular to the optical axis, allows the illumination of only the
focal plane, it entails that conventional glass slide samples cannot be used. Further-
more, it complicates the setup making it difficult to implement SPIM in a conventional
wide-field microscope. In contrast to SPIM, OPM uses the same objective lens for illu-
mination and emission. As the excitation of an oblique plane in the sample is achieved
by illuminating an off-centre line in the objective’s back focal plane (BFP), OPM can
be implemented in a conventional wide-field microscope. It therefore allows the imaging
of conventional glass slide samples. The use of high NA objectives is not possible in
SPIM as it requires an objective with a long working distance. In OPM the effective
NA is decreased as part of the objective’s back aperture is used for illumination and
another part is used for detection.
The microscopy technique described in this thesis is polarised illumination coded
structured illumination microscopy (picoSIM) [20]. It combines optical sectioning with
high temporal resolution. In picoSIM the individual light patterns needed for a SIM
reconstruction are encoded in the polarisation of the illumination light. This enables the
simultaneous acquisition of all raw images in one single exposure, in principle allowing
optical sectioning with a temporal resolution limited only by the pulse duration of
the laser and, in the case of fluorescence microscopy, the lifetime of the fluorophores.
As compared to other high speed optical sectioning techniques like SPIM and OPM,
picoSIM in theory has a better sectioning performance over a larger field of view and
allows the use of high NA objectives.
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2. BASIC OPTICAL CONCEPTS
This chapter gives an introduction to some basic optical concepts. Its purpose is to
recapitulate some topics that will be needed in the following chapters as well as to
introduce the notation used throughout the thesis. Readers not familiar with the
field of optics may find it convenient to read a more detailed explanation in the cited
literature. Readers not familiar with Fourier optics can find an advanced description
of the topic in [21].
2.1 Image of a point source
The performance of any optical imaging system is fundamentally limited by effects
associated with the diffraction of light [22].
Here, we assume a self-luminous, monochromatic point-like source in the sample
emitting a perfect spherical wave, i.e. emitting light homogeneously in all spatial
directions. Due to the limited acceptance angle of the objective lens not all of this light
can be captured by the microscope. In the case of an objective lens with a circular
aperture, only a cone shaped fraction of the emitted light is collimated into a plane wave
and refocused by the tube lens to form an image. The loss of light during the imaging
process corresponds to a loss of information about the point source. Consequently, the
image is not a perfect copy of the object but rather one of reduced quality 1. In the
specific case of a point-like source, the image resembles a spot of finite size, elongated
along the optical axis, i.e. the z-axis as shown in Fig. 2.1. The intensity distribution
in this image is referred to as the point spread function (PSF, see 2.2). The PSF is a
1 Even a perfect 4pi objective, capturing all the light emitted by the point source, would not generate
a perfect image, as some information present in the near-field is lost in the far-field [23,24]
2. Basic Optical Concepts 17




Fig. 2.1: Simulated wide-field point spread function (PSF): A point source in the sample gen-
erates an intensity distribution, referred to as PSF, in the image. Due to the loss
of information during the imaging process, the image resembles a spot of finite size,
elongated along the optical axis, i.e. the z-axis. The PSF used here was obtained from
a simulation which is based on the vectorial high-NA theory [25, 26] and was written
by Rainer Heintzmann and Peter Vermeer.
2.2 Point spread function and optical transfer function
This section follows the explanations in [27].
The intensity distribution in the image can be seen as a superposition of plane waves
approaching under different angles. The higher the angle of incidence, the higher the
lateral frequency k of the pattern the waves contribute to form the image in the camera
plane.
The Fourier transform (FT) of an image reveals its spatial frequency spectrum,
which corresponds to its information content. High spatial frequencies in the FT cor-
respond to fine details whereas low spatial frequencies carry the information about
brightness in the image.
For a point source situated in the origin of sample space and emitting light with a
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single wavelength, all k-vectors lie on the so-called Ewald sphere [28], centred at the
origin in k-space (Fig. 2.2a). The radius of the sphere is defined by the wavelength of
the emission light and the refractive index of the optical medium; the k-vector’s angle
represents the propagation angle of the corresponding plane wave. The frequencies
contributing to the image of the point source are defined by the acceptance angle of
the objective lens, represented by the objective’s pupil function. Projecting the pupil
function onto the Ewald sphere yields a part of a spherical shell that represents the k-
vectors available to form the image. This so-called McCutchen generalised aperture [29]
corresponds to the amplitude transfer function (ATF) which defines the k-vectors of
the field distribution in the image of the point source (Figs. 2.2a and 2.2b). The inverse
FT of the ATF yields the amplitude point spread function (APSF), which corresponds
to the field distribution in the image generated by the point emitter in the sample. The
intensity distribution generated by this emitter is the PSF. It can be calculated as the
absolute square of the field distribution (APSF). An auto-correlation of the ATF yields
the optical transfer function (OTF, Figs. 2.2d and 2.2c). Alternatively the OTF can
be obtained from the FT of the PSF.
2.3 Resolution in microscopy
2.3.1 Real space considerations
If a sample consists of two mutually incoherent emitters situated at the same z-position,
the image will be the sum of their two PSFs. The closer the emitters in the sample,
the more their PSFs will overlap. Eventually, they will form one spot that cannot
be identified as having been generated by two rather than one point source. The
lateral resolution of a microscope is defined as the minimum lateral distance of the two
emitters in the sample that still enables to distinguish them in the image. According to
the Rayleigh criterion, the two emitters are distinguishable, i.e. they can be resolved,
if the distance between the intensity maxima of their PSFs is greater than or equal to
the distance between the PSF’s maximum and its first minimum [30]. The Sparrow




























Fig. 2.2: ATF and OTF: (a) The Ewald sphere (shown in grey), centred at the origin in k-space,
defines all k-vectors of the light emitted by a monochromatic point source. Projecting
the objective’s pupil function onto the Ewald sphere yields the ATF (shown in blue),
which defines all k-vectors accepted by the optical system and hence contributing to
the imaging process. (b) is a 2D illustration of the ATF with θ denoting the half
acceptance angle of the objective lens. The blue arrows represent a fraction of the
k-vectors defined by the ATF. Their length is defined by the wavelength of the emitted
light and the refractive index of the optical medium whereas their angle corresponds
to their propagation direction (c) An auto-correlation of the ATF, i.e. a convolution
of the ATF(~k) with its mirrored complex conjugate ATF∗(−~k), yields the OTF (here
in 2D). The ”missing cone” around the kz-axis, leading to out-of-focus light in the
conventional wide-field image, is shown in orange. A 3D representation of the OTF
support is shown in (d).
criterion defines the two emitters as resolvable as long as their image exhibits a central
intensity dip between their summed PSFs [31].
According to [27] the PSF, on which the above definitions are based on, is not
the ideal parameter to define the resolution of a microscope. Digital filters can be
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retroactively applied to an image to change the width of a PSF. This can lead to
a resolution improvement according to the above criteria without gaining additional
sample information.
2.3.2 Fourier space considerations
A less ambiguous way to judge the performance of a microscope is a Fourier space
consideration using the OTF [27].
Like the PSF, the OTF is also characteristic for the microscope in question. It
defines which information about the object, i.e. which spatial frequencies, are trans-
mitted in the imaging process and contribute to the image. In this process of imaging,
the microscope acts as a low-pass filter. The maximum lateral spatial frequency kmax
that can be transmitted is defined by the support of the OTF (Fig. 2.2d) and can be





where λem is the wavelength of the emission light and NA the numerical aperture of
the objective:
NA = n sin(θ) , (2.2)
where n denotes the refractive index of the medium between the objective lens and the
sample coverslip and θ the half acceptance angle of the objective lens as depicted in
Fig. 2.2b.
The extent of the OTF in the kz-direction defines the z-resolution of the microscope.
Object frequencies beyond the support of the OTF are lost during the imaging process
and cannot be retrieved by conventional means. Figures 2.2c and 2.2d depict the OTF
of a conventional wide-field microscope. The missing frequencies around the kz-axis,
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referred to as the ”missing cone”, are the cause of the out-of-focus light being present
in the image of a conventional wide-field microscope.
The inverse of kmax (multiplied by 2pi) is the Abbe limit of resolution [22] which





2.4 Image formation in Fluorescence Mircoscopy
Due to the emission light in fluorescence microscopy being incoherent, the 3D image of a
sample consisting of multiple point emitters can be obtained by summing the individual
PSF images of all points. Mathematically, this can be described as a convolution of the
local fluorophore distribution in the sample S(~r) and the PSF h(~r), which is assumed
to be shift invariant:
I(~r) = [S ⊗ h](~r) , (2.4)
with ~r = (x, y, z) denoting the spatial sample coordinate and ⊗ the convolution opera-
tor. Following the Convolution Theorem, a convolution in real space corresponds to a
multiplication in Fourier space. Equation 2.4 therefore can be written as:
I˜(~k) = S˜(~k)h˜(~k) , (2.5)
where˜denotes the FT of the respective function, ~k = (kx, ky, kz) the spatial frequency
and h˜(~k) the OTF.
Both Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 assume a homogeneous illumination of the sample. If the
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sample is instead illuminated with an illumination intensity Iillu(~r), depending on the
sample coordinate, Eq. 2.4 will become:
I(~r) = [(IilluS)⊗ h](~r) . (2.6)
Similarly, Eq. 2.5 becomes:
I˜(~k) = [I˜illu ⊗ S˜](~k)h˜(~k) . (2.7)
Here, a linear relationship between the emitted intensity [Iillu(~r)S(~r)] and the illumi-
nation intensity Iillu(~r) is assumed. This linear relationship is true for all microscopy
techniques described in chapter 3. However, microscopes utilising a non-linear sample
response are also in use [32–34].
The transition from 3D to 2D is necessary to obtain the intensity distribution imaged
onto the camera:








[I˜illu ⊗ S˜](~k)h˜(~k) dkz . (2.9)
2.5 Polarisation
PicoSIM is based on the idea of illuminating a microscope sample with a distribution of
polarised light. To understand the mathematical description of picoSIM in 3.2.2, this
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section introduces the tools to mathematically describe polarised light.
Light can be treated as a transverse electromagnetic wave, i.e. the electric field
vector ~E is perpendicular to the light wave’s propagation vector ~k. Polarisation is
defined by the orientation of ~E at a certain point of the wave over time [23]. If the
orientation of the electric field is constant, the light is referred to as linear polarised.
If the scalar amplitude of ~E is constant and the vector makes one complete rotation
during one oscillation period of the wave, the light is circular polarised. Depending on
the direction of rotation, one speaks of right-circular and left-circular polarised light
respectively. Both linear polarised and circular polarised light are special cases of ellip-
tically polarised light. Elliptical polarisation means that ~E both rotates and changes
its magnitude. Natural light consists of an incoherent superposition of light waves with
different polarisation states and is therefore referred to as randomly polarised. [1]
2.5.1 The Stokes parameters
In 1852 G. G. Stokes introduced four parameters to describe the polarisation state of
an incoherent beam of light [1]. These so-called Stokes parameters S0, S1, S2 and S3














As described in [35], the first element S0 represents the overall intensity Itotal while S1,
S2 and S3 determine the state of polarisation. When investigating the beam of light in
question using a polarisation filter, S1 equals the difference of the intensity Ix (trans-
mitted by a linear polariser whose transmission axis is horizontal) and Iy (transmitted
by a linear polariser whose transmission axis is vertical). The third element S2 is equal
to the difference in intensity I45◦ (transmitted by a linear polariser whose transmission
axis is at 45◦) and I−45◦ (transmitted by a linear polariser whose transmission axis is
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at −45◦). The fourth element S3 represents the difference in intensity transmitted by a
right-circular polariser (i.e. a polariser that transmits right-circular polarised light) I
and a left-circular polariser (i.e. a polariser that transmits left-circular polarised light)
I	. Thus, following [1], S1 indicates whether the beam of light tends to be horizontally
polarised (S1 > 0), vertically polarised (S1 < 0) or whether its orientation is not in
favour of one of these directions (S1 = 0). Likewise, S2 indicates whether the light
tends to be linearly polarised at 45◦ (S2 > 0), at −45◦ (S2 < 0) or neither (S2 = 0).
Similarly, S3 shows whether the light tends to be right-circularly polarised (S3 > 0),
left-circularly polarised (S3 < 0) or neither (S3 = 0). Hence, with normalised Stokes
parameters (normalised by dividing each parameter by the value of S0) natural light
can be represented by the Stokes vector ~S = (1, 0, 0, 0). The Stokes vectors for the
basic polarisation states are listed in Table 2.1. [1]
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Tab. 2.1: Stokes vectors for some basic polarisation states [1, 2]
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2.5.2 Mueller matrix formalism
The polarisation state of a beam of light, and correspondingly its Stokes vector, can
be altered when passing an optical element. This corresponds mathematically to a
multiplication of the Stokes vector of the incident light ~Si with the 4×4 transformation
matrix T, characteristic for the optical element in question:
~St = T~Si , (2.11)
where ~St is the Stokes vector of the transmitted wave. This matrix method was devised
by Hans Mueller and is therefore known as Mueller matrix formalism. The Mueller
matrices for some optical elements are listed in Table 2.2. [1]
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Optical element Mueller matrix




1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





1 −1 0 0
−1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





1 cos(2α) sin(2α) 0
cos(2α) cos2(2α) sin(2α) cos(2α) 0
sin(2α) sin(2α) cos(2α) sin2(2α) 0
0 0 0 0

λ/4-plate, fast axis at 45◦

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

λ/4-plate, fast axis at −45◦

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0

Tab. 2.2: Mueller matrices for some optical elements [1, 2]
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2.6 Fluorescence anisotropy
In picoSIM it is crucial that the emission light retains at least part of the polarisation of
the excitation light (see 3.2.1). Fluorescence anisotropy describes the extent to which
the emission light keeps the polarisation of the excitation light. [36]
Assuming a two-state model, the dipole character of a fluorophore entails that it
only absorbs light with a polarisation component parallel to the fluorophore’s transition
dipole moment. This property is commonly known as photoselection. Likewise, the
light emitted by the fluorophore will be polarised along this fixed axis in the fluorophore.
However, flouorophores are not static: their transition moment may rotate within the
fluorescence lifetime, causing the electric field vector of the emission light to no longer
be parallel to that of the excitation light.
As suggested in [36], a setup to measure the fluorescence anisotropy for a specific
sample is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The sample is illuminated with linear polarised light. On
the emission side of the system, the fluorescence is detected through a linear polariser.
The intensity I‖ is measured with the polariser oriented parallel to the polarisation
direction of the excitation light. When measuring I⊥, the emission polariser is oriented






For the simplified case, assuming the fluorophore resembling a sphere, the time-
resolved fluorescence anisotropy is given by:
r(t) = r0e
−t/τc , (2.13)
with r0 being the maximum anisotropy and τc the rotational correlation time. A flu-














Fig. 2.3: Setup for measurement of fluorescence anisotropy: The sample is illuminated with
linearly polarised light. The angle of polarisation (indicated by the blue arrow) is
defined by a polarisation filter Polill in the illumination beam path. The fluorescent
emission light is detected through a polarisation analyser Polem whose transmission
axis can be rotated in the direction indicated by the red arrows. Polem is positioned to
be parallel (orthogonal) to the polarisation of the illumination light to detect I‖ (I⊥)
(polarisation direction indicated by the green arrows). From the detected intensities
I‖ and I⊥, the fluorescence anisotropy r can be calculated.
orescence anisotropy of r0 = 1 can only be observed for oriented samples (or in the
non-fluorescent case for scattered light). Homogeneous unoriented samples will always
lead to lower values due to the angular dependence of photoselection. For a single
photon process the value can be as high as r0 ≤ 0.4 [37]. In [38], the anisotropy for
different fluorophores in solution has been measured to values of r0 = 0.019 for Fluo-
rescein, r0 = 0.27 for Erythrosin and r0 = 0.28 for Rose Bengal. For large molecules
such as Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), values of r0 ≥ 0.32 (in solution) have been
described [39].
The main cause for a rotation of the transition dipole moment within the fluores-
cence lifetime is rotational diffusion [36]. This becomes clear when considering that
the rotational correlation time τc is reciprocally proportional to the rotational diffusion
coefficient Dτ :





According to the Stokes-Einstein equation the rotational diffusion coefficient - and with
it the rotational correlation time - depends on the Temperature T , the hydrodynamic






In addition to rotational diffusion, the anisotropy depends on a possible binding of
the fluorophore to a macromolecule [36]. This fact is especially important when dealing
with fluorescence microscopy where fluorophores are widely used to label molecules.
A labelled macromolecule with a rotational correlation time which is large compared
to the fluorophore lifetime will decrease rotational diffusion and increase anisotropy.
Furthermore, the linker between the fluorophore and the labelled molecule must be
taken into account, as it may be rigid or allow the rotation of the fluorophore around
the linker axis and thus influence the anisotropy.
The binding of the fluorophore to a macromolecule not only influences the anisotropy
but can also lead to a preferred orientation of the fluorophores within the sample. This
can be the case if the macromolecule itself exhibits a preferred orientation, e.g. along
a structure within a cell. In picoSIM, a preferred orientation can cause artefacts in the
final image.
In summary, an ideal specimen for picoSIM exhibits a high anisotropy value, which
is homogeneous over the entire sample. Moreover, an even distribution and a random
orientation of the fluorophores is desired.
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3. THEORY OF STRUCTURED ILLUMINATION MICROSCOPY
Parts of this chapter including figures have been published in [4] D. Appelt and R.
Heintzmann, Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM), in Encyclopedia of Biophysics,
G. Roberts, ed. (Springer, 2013).
This chapter explains the theory of picoSIM (see 3.2). To understand the benefit
of this technique and how it works, it is necessary to first become familiar with SIM,
the microscopy method which is the basic concept behind picoSIM. Hence, the first
section of this chapter is dedicated to SIM (see 3.1). The picoSIM setup explained in
chapter 4.1 is capable of removing out-of-focus light, the lateral resolution improvement
is not relevant. Consequently, it is more so related to sSIM than to hrSIM (see chap-
ter 1). However, there are two reasons why the first section of this chapter deals with
both variants of SIM (sSIM and hrSIM). First, the picoSIM setup employs coherent
illumination as does hrSIM rather than incoherent illumination as does sSIM. Second, a
reconstruction algorithm developed for hrSIM is used to reconstruct the picoSIM data
presented in chapter 5, since, in contrast to the sSIM algorithm, it is able to correct
experimental parameters not according perfectly to theory (see 4.4.2).
3.1 SIM
Structured illumination microscopes are characterised by their use of spatially modu-
lated light to illuminate the sample. Figure 3.1 shows the typical setup used for SIM.
The main component is the illumination mask, inserted at the field diaphragm position
in the illumination path of a conventional fluorescence microscope. The illumination
mask, which is typically a line-grating, is projected onto the sample and can be shifted
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along the lateral axis by well-defined displacements.
A typical data set obtained from a structured illumination apparatus comprises a z-
stack of image sets, each set corresponding to a different focus position in the sample.
Each image set contains images acquired with different positions of the illumination
pattern in sample space. Variants of SIM like sSIM and hrSIM differ with respect
to the light source used for illumination (incoherent for sSIM and coherent for hrSIM


































Fig. 3.1: Setup for SIM employing coherent two-beam illumination: The illumination mask,
which is typically a line-grating, is inserted at the field diaphragm position in the
illumination path of a conventional wide-field fluorescence microscope and projected
onto the sample using an incoherent (not depicted) and a coherent light source for
sSIM and hrSIM, respectively. The beam stop BS blocks the 0th order leading to a
two-beam illumination. Lenses L1, L2 and the objective are in telecentric arrangement.
The tube lens L3 directs the light onto the camera.
All derivations in this section assume a two-beam illumination setup yielding a
standing wave (i.e. sin2) intensity pattern in the objective’s focal plane (see ap-
pendix A.1).
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3.1.1 Optical sectioning - sSIM
sSIM - Principle
One benefit of sSIM is its property of removing out-of-focus light (Fig. 1.1). During this
process an algorithm is applied to the set of images taken at a specific focus position
to yield an optical section of the sample. One set consists typically of three raw images
with relative illumination pattern phases of 0◦, 120◦ and 240◦ (Fig. 3.2). From these
three images one final, optically sectioned image can be calculated. As mentioned
before, it is common to use a line-grating as the illumination mask. To achieve optical
sectioning a grating, relatively coarse (approx. 900 nm periodicity in sample space for
a 63×, 1.4 NA oil immersion objective) compared to the resolution limit, illuminated
by an incoherent light source is used.
Fig. 3.2: The sSIM raw images: Three raw images are necessary for the sSIM reconstruction al-
gorithm. Each image is acquired at a different position of the grating in sample space.
For illustration purposes the same grid line is marked with a red bar in each im-
age. Specimen: Adult rat cardiomyocytes, stained with monoclonal mouse antibodies
against the titin epitope T12 and secondary Cy2-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglob-
ulin antibodies.
It is possible to identify, based on the detected intensity variation over the three
images, the part of the sample from which the light originated. Due to the use of inco-
herent light to illuminate the grating, the contrast of the illumination pattern in sample
space is lower for out-of-focus planes. Consequently, the degree of modulation over the
three images is strongest for the in-focus slice. Out-of-focus structures experience a
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reduced degree of modulation, or, if they lie distinctly outside of the focal plane, no
modulation at all. Accordingly, the intensity of light emitted by in-focus structures
(Fluorophore II in Fig. 3.3) is not constant over the three images, whereas that of light
emitted by out-of-focus structures (Fluorophore I in Fig. 3.3) is.

















Fig. 3.3: The sSIM principle: Simulation of a x-z cross section through sample space showing
the illumination distribution in the three raw sSIM images and the effect of the varying
grating position on the light intensity emitted from fluorophores I and II. Due to the
decreasing contrast of the illumination pattern for out-of-focus planes, the displace-
ment of the grating leads to an intensity modulation for the in-focus fluorophore II, but
not the out-of-focus fluorophore I. The reconstruction algorithm compares the inten-
sity in each pixel over the three images and suppresses the unmodulated out-of-focus
part.
The degree of modulation further depends on the 3D distribution of fluorophores in
the sample. Since neighbouring fluorophores may experience the intensity modulation
with a different phase, the overlap of their images can result in a decrease of the modu-
lation effect. Due to blurring, the mutual overlap and thus the decrease in modulation
is far greater for out-of-focus regions than for the focal slice.
The reconstruction algorithm compares the intensity in each pixel over the three
images, retaining the modulated component and suppressing the unmodulated part.
Hence, both incoherent illumination and the detected out-of-focus blurring contribute
to the sectioning effect of sSIM. However, the need for a high-contrast illumination
pattern in the focal slice and the best filling of the ”missing cone” calls for a relatively
coarse grating to be used, under incoherent illumination; a grating which is too coarse
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to achieve an in-plane resolution improvement as featured by hrSIM.
sSIM - Image formation
The mathematical description of sSIM is based on [20]. Assuming a sinusoidal line-
grating being incoherently imaged into the sample, the illumination intensity distribu-









⊗ hillu(~r) , n = (1, 2, 3) , (3.1)
where ~r = (x, y, z) is the spatial sample coordinate, A the amplitude of the sinusoidal
grating, δ(z) the Dirac delta function, ~killu the grating’s k-vector in reciprocal sample
coordinates (which is assumed to have lateral components kx and ky only) and hillu(~r)
the illumination PSF. The index n designates the image number and thereby the phase
position of the grating in sample space.
The emitted light intensity Iem,n(~r) is assumed to be proportional to the local
fluorophore distribution in the sample S(~r) and to the local illumination intensity
Iillu,n(~r):
Iem,n(~r) = Iillu,n(~r)S(~r) . (3.2)
The imaging process can then be described as a convolution of the emitted intensity
distribution Iem,n(~r) with the detection PSF hdet(~r), yielding a two-dimensional (2D)
image on the camera:
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sSIM - Image reconstruction
From the three raw images I1(~rxy), I2(~rxy) and I3(~rxy) the sectioned image IsSIM (~rxy)
can be calculated by [3]:
IsSIM (~rxy) =
√
[I1(~rxy)− I2(~rxy)]2 + [I2(~rxy)− I3(~rxy)]2 + [I3(~rxy)− I1(~rxy)]2 ,
(3.4)
which is mathematically identical to:








√−1 is the imaginary unit.
sSIM - Filling the missing cone
As shown in appendix A.2, when omitting constant factors, Eq. 3.5 can be written
as [20]:




with the sample modulation function (Fig. 3.4):
m(~r) = δ(z)⊗ [hillu(~r)exp(ı~killu · ~r)]
= F−1{δ(kx)δ(ky)h˜illu(~k − ~killu)}(~r)
(3.7)
and the effective detection PSF:





= F−1{h˜det(~k − ~killu)}(~r) ,
(3.8)
where F−1 denotes the inverse FT of the respective function. It can be seen from
Eq. 3.8 that the effective detection OTF h˜
′
det(
~k) = h˜det(~k − ~killu) is shifted to the
position of the illumination pattern’s k-vector in Fourier space (Fig. 3.4a). Hence,
sample information around the kz-axis can be retrieved, filling the ”missing cone” of
the conventional wide-field OTF. Due to the modulus in Eq. 3.6 the imaging process is
no longer a linear convolution of the sample with a PSF. However, the reconstructed
sSIM image will contain frequency information from within the support of the OTF [27]:
h˜sSIM (~k) = m˜(~k)⊗ [h˜′det(~k) + h˜′det(−~k)] . (3.9)
As can be seen in Fig. 3.4b, h˜sSIM (~k) not only fills the ”missing cone” but also extends
the transmitted frequency spectrum in all three dimensions. Extending the frequency
support corresponds to a resolution improvement (see 2.3.2). However, due to the coarse
grating being used in sSIM, the lateral resolution improvement is not appreciable.
3.1.2 Resolution improvement - hrSIM
hrSIM - Principle
By utilising a smaller grating in sample space and more complex image processing,
hrSIM employing two-beam illumination can alternatively provide optical sectioning or
a significantly improved resolution in the lateral plane. The resolution improvement
is associated with the moire´ effect, which occurs when two high-frequency patterns
are multiplied. Since the illumination of the sample corresponds mathematically to a
multiplication of the illumination pattern (Fig. 3.5a) with fine details of the sample

































Fig. 3.4: Filling the ”missing cone” in two-beam sSIM: (a) shows the modulation function m˜(~k),




~k) shown in blue, it leads to an extended support of the effective
sSIM OTF h˜sSIM (~k) compared to the conventional wide-field OTF (shown in grey)
as can be seen in (b). This extended support not only fills the ”missing cone” of
the wide-field OTF around the kz-axis but also increases the resolution in all three
dimensions. However, due to the coarse grating used in sSIM the lateral resolution
improvement is not relevant.
structure (Fig. 3.5b), hrSIM entails a moire´ effect. The multiple moire´ images (one
of them is shown in Fig. 3.5c) obtained during the hrSIM data acquisition process,
in combination with knowledge of the illumination pattern, allow one to infer details
of the sample structure that are not detected in a conventional microscope. For a
more complete explanation, a description in Fourier space must be considered (see next
section).
In order to obtain a significant in-plane resolution improvement, an illumination
pattern with a sufficiently fine structure (approx. 200 nm grating periodicity in sample
space for a 63×, 1.4 NA oil immersion objective) must be used. To ensure an isotropic
effect in all in-plane directions, one usually acquires, at each focus position, three
image sets, each with a different orientation of the grating in the x-y plane. For a setup
employing two-beam illumination, one image set consists usually of three images with
different positions of the illumination structure in sample space. In order to achieve
100% illumination contrast at the finest possible generated illumination structure, a
spatially coherent light source is used.
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(a) Illumination pattern (b) Sample (c) Moire´ pattern
Fig. 3.5: The moire´ effect in hrSIM: (a) A high-frequency illumination pattern. If multiplied
with a sample (b), containing fine details that cannot be resolved by the optical system,
a moire´ pattern forms (c). The illumination pattern is known and can be removed
computationally; through this procedure, which implies the acquisition of multiple
moire´ images (c), each with a different position of the illumination pattern in sample
space, otherwise undetectable structures can be uncovered.
In addition to the sectioning effect, a lateral resolution improvement up to a factor of
two (slightly higher due to the wavelength of the illumination light being smaller than
that of the emission light) is possible with this approach compared to conventional
wide-field microscopy. However, the lateral resolution improvement competes with the
sectioning performance (see ”hrSIM - Filling the missing cone” below). A two-beam
hrSIM setup optimised for in-plane resolution improvement yields no optical sectioning.
In practice, two-beam hrSIM is mostly used when imaging thin samples, or in total
internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM), where optical sectioning is achieved by other
experimental means. If both optical sectioning and resolution improvement is required,
a hrSIM setup employing three-beam illumination is the best option. Such a system can
improve the resolution in all three dimensions. Three-beam illumination SIM systems
are not discussed in this thesis.
hrSIM - Image formation
A mathematical analysis allows the image reconstruction process to be understood in
more detail [27]. According to the image formation described for sSIM (see 3.1.1),
the emitted intensity Iem(~r) is considered to be proportional to the local fluorophore
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distribution S(~r) and to the local illumination intensity Iillu(~r):
Iem(~r) = [δ(x)δ(y)δ(z − z0)⊗ S(~r)]Iillu(~r)
= S(z0)(~r)Iillu(~r) .
(3.10)
Here, z0 denotes the focus position of the sample. Refocussing the sample to the focus
position z = z0 corresponds to physically moving the sample by a distance of z0. The
illumination intensity, only depending on the position of the objective, is unaffected
by any movement of the sample. This multiplication in real space corresponds to a
convolution in Fourier space:
I˜(z0)em (
~k) = [e−ıkzz0S˜(~k)]⊗ I˜illu(~k) . (3.11)
A coherent two-beam illumination will generate a standing wave illumination pattern
Iillu(~r) with constant contrast along the z-direction in the sample (see appendix A.1).












[e−ıφδ(~k + ~killu) + eıφδ(~k − ~killu)]
]
, (3.13)
where A is the amplitude of the illumination pattern and ~killu its k-vector in reciprocal
sample coordinates (which is assumed to have lateral components kx and ky only). The
variable φ designates the phase of the pattern and thereby the position of the grating
in sample space.
Equation 3.11 thus yields a sum of M = 3 Fourier-transformed objects (Fig. 3.6c),
referred to as object components of order m (with m = −1, 0,+1). Note that two of
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the three object components are displaced from the centre position by the illumination
patterns k-vector ~killu. Only the conventional wide-field component remains unshifted.
The position and shape of the illumination mask in real space determines the individual
position, strength, and complex phase of the object components in Fourier space.
The imaging process, a convolution of I
(z0)
em (~r) with the detection PSF hdet(~r) in
real space, can be described as a multiplication of the FT of the emitted intensity
distribution I˜
(z0)
em (~k) with the detection OTF h˜det(~k) in Fourier space. A projection












· h˜det(~k) dkz , (3.14)
where Am is the amplitude of the m
th component. Figure 3.6d shows that only low
object frequencies of the unshifted wide-field component lie within the detection pass-
band defined by h˜det(~k). In consequence, high spatial frequencies, which correspond to
fine details of the sample, are lost during the conventional wide-field imaging process
(Fig. 3.6b). In hrSIM the shifted object components compensate for some of this loss.
Due to their displacement in Fourier space, higher object frequencies are shifted into
the transmittable region of the detection passband and thus contribute to the image
(Fig. 3.6d).
hrSIM - Image reconstruction
Taking a set of three 2D images, each with a different phase position of the grating
in the sample, allows for computational separation of the individual components and
shifting them back to their correct position in Fourier space (Fig. 3.6e). For optimal
performance, overlapping information, stemming from different separated components,
is averaged with frequency dependent weights (Fig. 3.6f). Repeating this process for
at least three different orientations of the grating yields a reconstructed image with































































Fig. 3.6: The hrSIM image formation and reconstruction principle: (a) Uniform illumination in
a conventional wide-field microscope leads to a delta peak (red bar) centred in Fourier
space denoting the position of the Fourier-transformed object (blue) in the emitted
light distribution. (b) The process of optical imaging corresponds to a multiplication
of the emitted light distribution with the OTF (the shape of the OTF is assumed to
be rectangular for illustration purposes) in Fourier space. The optical system acts
therein as a low-pass filter. High spatial frequencies, i.e., |kxy| > kmax, are lost during
the conventional wide-field imaging process. (c) The FT of the emitted light distribu-
tion in a two-beam illumination hrSIM device yields, in addition to the conventional
component (blue), two side components (green) located at ±~killu. The frequency in-
formation in each of the side components is the same as in the conventional component
but shifted. (d) Due to their displacement the low-pass filter acts asymmetrically with
respect to the shifted side components and therefore transmits object frequencies for-
merly rejected. (e) After computational separation of the individual components both
side components can be shifted to the correct position in Fourier space. (f) The com-
bination of all components, using weighted averaging, leads to an improved passband
and hence to an improved resolution.
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near-isotropic lateral resolution enhancement.
The linear sample response leads to the Abbe limits for detection and illumination
being combined, yielding a new, extended limit of:
kmax,hrSIM = kmax + killu . (3.15)
As the Abbe limit defines the smallest sample structure that can be resolved by the
optical system (see 2.3.2), this extension corresponds to a lateral resolution enhance-
ment.
Note that Fig. 3.6 only illustrates the resolution improvement in the lateral plane.
The optical sectioning that can be achieved with a two-beam hrSIM system employing
coherent illumination is depicted in Fig. 3.7 in the next section.
For a detailed mathematical description of the hrSIM reconstruction process see
appendix A.3.
hrSIM - Filling the missing cone
The lateral resolution improvement possible with hrSIM has already been depicted in
Fig. 3.6. Figure 3.7 is a 2D representation that illustrates the improved support of the
reconstructed hrSIM image both in the lateral and the axial direction.
Although the coherent two-beam illumination of hrSIM employs an intensity pattern
with no modulation along z (see appendix A.1), hrSIM can yield optically sectioned
images; the shifted object components being present in the Fourier-transformed raw
images not only allow to extend the lateral support (Fig. 3.7b) but also to fill the
”missing cone” (Fig. 3.7c). The extent to which either of these are done depends on
the position of the shifted object components, i.e. on the illumination patterns k-vector
~killu.
In summary, a two-beam hrSIM system optimised for optical sectioning can fill the
”missing cone” but not extend the frequency support along kz to higher frequencies as
a two-beam sSIM setup employing incoherent illumination can do. A two-beam hrSIM




































































Fig. 3.7: Filling the ”missing cone” in two-beam hrSIM: (a) shows the detection OTF h˜det(~k).
Due to the structured illumination there are multiple object components (not shown)
present in each of the raw images; the 0th order component at the zero frequency
position in k-space and the +1st (−1st) order component at the position of the illu-
mination pattern’s k-vector ~killu (−~killu). In the course of the hrSIM reconstruction,
the higher order object components are shifted to their true frequency positions in
k-space. As can be seen from Eq. A.15, this corresponds to an extension of the fre-
quency support by the effective component specific OTFs h˜−1(~k) and h˜+1(~k). The
extended frequency support h˜hrSIM (~k) is shown in (b) and (c). A hrSIM system
optimised for lateral resolution improvement does not fill the ”missing cone” as can
be seen in (b). Consequently, it yields no optical sectioning but a lateral resolution
improvement slightly higher than twice the value of kmax. (c) shows that a hrSIM
setup can be optimised for optical sectioning. The ”missing cone” is optimally filled
for ~killu = 0.5~kmax. However, there is still no resolution improvement along z.
system optimised for an in-plane resolution improvement cannot fill the ”missing cone”
but can extend the support in the lateral direction to values slightly higher than twice
the value of kmax, exceeding the performance of a sSIM system by far. A significant
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resolution improvement in all three dimensions requires a hrSIM setup utilising three-
beam illumination [40].
3.2 Single-shot optical sectioning - picoSIM
3.2.1 picoSIM - Principle
In contrast to SIM, which employs an intensity modulated illumination pattern, picoSIM
is based on the idea of illuminating the sample with a light distribution of homogeneous
brightness but varying linear polarisation, with the lateral polarisation component de-
pending linearly on the lateral sample coordinate, e.g. the x-coordinate as defined in
Fig. 3.8. If the light emitted by the sample retains at least part of the polarisation of
the illumination light, as in the case of reflection microscopy or fluorescence microscopy
with high anisotropy, a polarisation analyser in the emission path will transmit light
with a certain angle of linear polarisation and partially reject light with a different
polarisation angle. Hence, the light distribution imaged onto the camera resembles the
detected light distribution in SIM (Fig. 3.8).
In conventional SIM, a shift of the illumination pattern can be achieved by altering
the illumination accordingly. In contrast, the position of the effective illumination
pattern in picoSIM is determined retroactively by the orientation of the polarisation
analyser in the emission beam path (Fig. 3.8).
Splitting the emission light into three identical components and filtering each of
them using a polarisation analyser oriented at a different angle allows for acquiring the
three images necessary for SIM in one single exposure.
3.2.2 picoSIM - Mathematical description
The mathematical description of picoSIM is based on [20]. The angle of illumination
with respect to the optical axis is assumed to be small in this derivation. This is a
justifiable assumption if one assumes a low-NA objective being used. The low angle
condition allows to apply the Mueller matrix formalism (see 2.5.2) to describe the








Light intensity, arbitrary units0 1
Illumination Detection
Fig. 3.8: The picoSIM illumination light distribution in sample space for small angles of il-
lumination: In picoSIM, the sample is illuminated with linearly polarised light of
constant intensity over the whole field of view. However, the polarisation direction of
the illumination light (left part) varies with the lateral sample coordinate (here the
x-coordinate). Each colour depicted corresponds to light with a well defined angle
of linear polarisation. If the emission light retains the polarisation distribution of
the illumination light (due to high fluorescence anisotropy), a polarisation analyser
in the emission beam path will define the effective illumination pattern imaged onto
the camera. Depending on its orientation it will transmit light with a certain angle of
linear polarisation. A rotation of the polarisation analyser will result in a phase shift
of the pattern (right part). Figure redrawn from [41].
incoherent, partially polarised light. It also allows the independent treatment of the
Stokes vector components. In practice, low angles of illumination can lead to a deviation
from theory as will be discussed in 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
Illumination
In order to obtain the incoherent illumination intensity ~Iillu(~r), a distribution of po-
larised light is generated by filtering a sheet of unpolarised light, represented by the
Stokes vector ~s(~r) = (δ(z), 0, 0, 0), by a linear polariser, represented by the Mueller





1 cos(2α) sin(2α) 0
cos(2α) cos2(2α) sin(2α) cos(2α) 0
sin(2α) sin(2α) cos(2α) sin2(2α) 0
0 0 0 0
 , (3.16)
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with a position dependent linear polarisation α(~r) =
1
2
~killu · ~r. Here, ~killu was chosen
in analogy to the grating’s k-vector in SIM. The sheet of polarised light is then imaged
into the sample:
~Iillu(~r) = [(F~s)⊗ hillu](~r)
=
[




where each element of the Stokes vector can independently be convolved with the
illumination PSF hillu(~r).
Emission
The emitted light intensity ~Iem(~r) can be obtained by a multiplication of the illumina-
tion intensity ~Iillu(~r) with the local fluorophore distribution S(~r). In this step we have
to account for the emitted light only retaining a fraction man of the input polarisation
due to fluorescence anisotropy. This leads to:
~Iem(~r) = S(~r)
([






The imaging process can be described as a convolution of the emitted light distribution
~Iem(~r) with the detection PSF of the optical system hdet(~r):
~Iout(~r) = [~Iem ⊗ hdet](~r) . (3.19)
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However, before this light distribution reaches the camera it passes a polarisation filter
oriented at an angle β. The effect of the filter element can be expressed by a multi-
plication with the linear polariser operator P(β), yielding the final light distribution
in the camera plane ~Iβ(~r) = P(β)~Iout(~r). Since the camera is insensitive to the state
of polarisation and only detects the intensity distribution, only the first component of















This is equivalent to one of the raw images acquired using an intensity modulated
illumination pattern as in SIM, albeit with a pattern contrast reduced by a factor man.
Splitting the emission light into three identical beams, each of which is then directed
onto a polarisation analyser oriented at a different angle, allows the acquisition of the
three SIM raw images in one single exposure.
3.2.3 picoSIM - Implementation
Since a linear polariser with a position dependent orientation was not available, the
picoSIM illumination light distribution described in Eq. 3.17 was generated by other
experimental means.
The SIM illumination pattern can be generated by interference of the −1st and
+1st diffraction orders of a physical grating in sample space. In picoSIM, these linearly
polarised diffraction orders are circularly polarised in opposite directions (left- and
right-handed respectively) by means of λ/4-plates. Their superposition in sample space
then leads to the polarised illumination pattern shown in Fig. 3.8.
The situation in sample space is depicted in Fig. 3.9. The −1st and +1st diffraction
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orders are projected onto the sample by the objective lens. Since the plane waves
impinge on the sample under a certain angle of incidence, different points of the same
wave-front reach the sample temporally delayed. Due to this, the phase of the electric
field vector in the sample depends on the lateral sample coordinate. The superposition
of the left- and right-circularly polarised waves, stemming from the −1st and +1st
diffraction orders, yields a sum field vector of fixed orientation in time, with a direction






















Fig. 3.9: The picoSIM electric field vector distribution in the sample: The circularly polarised
−1st and +1st diffraction orders are projected via the objective lens and impinge
on the sample under a certain angle of incidence (A). Consequently, different points
of the same wave-front reach the sample temporally delayed yielding a distribution
of electric field vectors in the sample whose phases depend on their lateral position
(B). In picoSIM one of the diffraction orders is left-circularly polarised (shown in red)
whereas the other is right-circularly polarised (shown in green). The superposition
of these two circularly polarised diffraction orders in the sample yields a distribution
of sum field vectors whose orientations depend on their lateral position and thus the
desired distribution of linear polarised light (C).
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3.2.4 picoSIM - Filling the missing cone
In contrast to the previous explanations concerning picoSIM, the setup presented in 4.1
employs a coherent rather than an incoherent two-beam illumination. Consequently,
the support of the final image will resemble the one presented in 3.1.2 for a two-beam
hrSIM setup optimised for optical sectioning rather than the one presented in 3.1.1 for
sSIM. Furthermore, for the reconstruction of the raw picoSIM images, not the sSIM
(see 3.1.1) but the hrSIM reconstruction algorithm (see 3.1.2) was used, albeit just
for one orientation of the grating. The reasons for this choice will be discussed in
section 4.4.2.
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4. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
This chapter gives an overview of the optical and non-optical hardware being used to
build the picoSIM setup and describes the reasons that led to the employment of the
respective components (see 4.1). Furthermore, the samples and the respective sample
preparation methods are described in section 4.2. Finally, sections 4.3 and 4.4 explain
respectively the data acquisition process and the data processing for the picoSIM data
presented in 5.2.
The constituent steps of the setup alignment process are described in appendix B.
4.1 picoSIM setup
The picoSIM setup and all its components described in this section are depicted in
Fig. 4.1. A list of setup parameters can be found in appendix E.
To conduct the experiments an off-the-shelf inverted wide-field microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 200 M, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) was modified to meet the requirements of
picoSIM. Specifically, the reflector turret, the objective nosepiece, the sample stage
and the components of the emission path are used as a basic module; however, the
components of the original illumination path up to the filter cube were removed entirely
and replaced by the optics described below. On the emission side of the system, the
original Zeiss tube lens is used. The camera mount at the sideport is used to mount
the four-way image splitter, which is an essential part of the picoSIM setup.
The picoSIM setup described in this thesis allows the placement of the grating at
two different positions in the illumination path (before L3 and before L5 respectively).
This allows the generation of illumination patterns with two different periodicities in
the sample. Moreover, the setup is designed for coherent illumination. Due to the

































Fig. 4.1: The picoSIM setup with the grating positioned in the Fourier plane before L3: All
lenses are in telecentric arrangement. After being linearly polarised by the polarisation
filter Pol, the light is relayed via the lenses L1 and L2 (focal length f2) to illuminate the
diffraction grating. The two λ/4-plates are positioned in the Fourier plane P3,4 behind
L3 (focal length f3) to left- (right-) circularly polarise the −1st (+1st) diffraction
order. Moreover, at this position the 0th order and all higher orders are mechanically
blocked. The lenses L4, L5, L6 and L7 direct the circularly polarised orders into the
back focal plane of the objective P7,Obj . On its way to the objective the illumination
light is reflected by the dichromatic beamsplitters DBill and DB. Alternatively (not
depicted), the grating can be positioned in the Fourier plane before L5 (focal length
f5). In this case, the λ/4-plates must be placed in plane P5,6. In this configuration of
the setup, the grating imaged into the sample has a smaller periodicity ds (ds = 308nm
instead of ds = 1.23 µm).
On the detection side of the system, the light passes the dichromatic beamsplitter
DB, which separates the emission light from the illumination light, the emission filter
EF , the tube lens TL and another dichromatic beamsplitter DBem before it enters
the four-way image splitter to which the camera is mounted. DBill and DBem are
integrated in the setup to compensate for depolarisation effects caused by DB.
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design constraints described below this seemed to be the most feasible approach to
start with.
4.1.1 Objective
The objective used to conduct the experiments presented in this thesis is an oil immer-
sion objective (Plan-Apochromat 100×/1.4 Oil DIC,∞/0.17, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany)
with a magnification of M = 100 and a numerical aperture of NA = 1.4. The diameter
D of the back aperture, also referred to as pupil diameter, can be calculated using
D = 2fobjNA [42]. The effective focal length fobj of the objective lens can be derived
from its magnification M which results from M = ftl/fobj . This equation clarifies that
any objective is designed to be used along with the corresponding detection tube lens
of focal length ftl. When using the incorrect objective/tube lens combination the mag-
nification of the optical system will deviate from the value indicated on the objective.
Moreover, the aberration-correction, for which modern Zeiss objectives are designed,
will only yield the best performance if the objective fits to the tube lens in use.
The nominal focal length of the detection tube lens in the Zeiss Axiovert 200 M
microscope stand is ftl = 164.5mm. Hence, the effective focal length of the objective in
use calculates to fobj = 1.645mm. This yields a pupil diameter of D = 4.61mm. The
size of the back aperture can be used to find the grating period in the sample leading
to the best optical sectioning performance (see paragraph Lenses).
4.1.2 Objective lens nano-positioner
In order to acquire images of different z-positions in the sample it is necessary to
change the focus position. This can be accomplished in various ways, of which the
most common are to move the sample stage of the microscope or to move the objective.
In the Axiovert 200 M the re-focusing is carried out by moving the objective along the
optical axis.
When acquiring a stack of images of different focus positions, fast and accurate
repositioning of the objective is essential. For this reason a piezo-driven nano-focusing
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device (P-725.2CD, Physik Instrumente, Germany) along with the requisite controller
(Physik Instrumente, Germany) was included in the system. The nano-positioner has
a travel range of 250 µm, a closed loop resolution of 0.75 nm, a closed loop linearity of
0.03% and a repeatability of ±5 nm as specified by the supplier.
Due to the dimensions of the nano-positioner the objective moves closer to the sam-
ple stage. To avoid a reduced focus range, custom-made spacers (IPHT Jena workshop,
Germany) are placed beneath the sample stage to raise it.
4.1.3 Light source
For the alignment of the picoSIM setup as well as for the coherent illumination in
the experiments presented in 5.1, a laser (Unknown company) with a wavelength of
λ = 473nm, a beam diameter of approximately 2mm and an output power of 130mW
was used.
For the experiments discussed in 5.2 this light source was replaced by a laser
(Lasever, China) with the same wavelength and beam diameter but with an output
power of 600mW .
4.1.4 Diffraction grating
The purpose of the diffraction grating is to generate the −1st and +1st diffraction orders
which are then directed onto the λ/4-plates.
There are also other ways to generate two beams that can then be polarised ac-
cordingly. However, using a grating is an easy way to ensure that the two beams are
in phase. Furthermore, as the grating is imaged into the sample this arrangement also
works for partially coherent or incoherent light.
The grating used in the picoSIM setup is a transmission grating with a grating
period of d = 12.5µm (46−069, Edmund Optics GmbH, Germany). Many commercial
diffraction gratings distribute the major part of the incident power to the 0th order. Due
to the 0th order block in the picoSIM setup, a major amount of illumination intensity
would be lost in this case, not allowing the short exposure times needed for fast imaging.
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The diffraction grating used distributes 25% of the incident beam power to the −1st,
0th and +1st order each. These specifications are given by the manufacturer when using
a wavelength of 632 nm.
For the 473nm laser used in the picoSIM setup the power distribution was measured
to be 22% in the −1st order, 17% in the 0th order and 25% in the +1st order.
4.1.5 λ/4-plates
The λ/4-plates can be positioned in plane P3,4 or P5,6 of the picoSIM setup to circularly
polarise the −1st and +1st diffraction orders. Moreover, at this position the 0th order
and all higher orders are mechanically blocked.
The wave plates (Meadowlark Optics Inc., USA) used in the picoSIM setup are
true zero-order polymer retarders with a retardance accuracy of ≤ λ/350, specified
for light of 473 nm wavelength. They stem from the same batch, have a diameter of
0.50 inch, a clear aperture of 0.40 inch and a thickness of 0.13 inch as specified by the
supplier. A custom-made holder was designed to mount them. The λ/4-wave plates
convert linear polarised light into circular polarised light when the angle between the
linear polarisation and the fast axis of the wave plate is 45◦. In order to polarise the
laser light linearly, a polarisation filter Pol (Comar Instruments, U.K.) is included in
the setup. The wave plates are specified for a retardance change of less than 1% over
±10◦ incidence angle. With 0.23◦, the incident angle on the wave plates in the picoSIM
setup lies well within the tolerance threshold.
The distance between the −1st and +1st diffraction orders cannot be chosen ar-
bitrarily, as described in 4.1.6. That is to say, the distance cannot be chosen to be
arbitrarily large in order to ensure a most convenient order separation. Because of this,
the diameter/clearaperture ratio had to be considered when ordering the wave plates.
The smaller the distance between the −1st and +1st diffraction orders in P3,4 and P5,6
respectively, the smaller the diameter/clearaperture ratio has to be. If the ratio is
too large, the diffraction orders will impinge on the rim of the wave plates that are
positioned right next to each other, rather than on the clear aperture. The desire for
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the ratio to be as small as possible led us to order the unmounted wave plates with a
ratio of 1.25 rather than the mounted ones with a ratio of 1.43. Hence, it was necessary










Fig. 4.2: The λ/4-plate mounting device: Shown are the front and the back of the λ/4-plate
mounting device. On either side a λ/4-plate (W) is mounted using a commercial
holder (H), amended to meet our requirements. Each holder is attached to a carrier
(C), still allowing to rotate the wave plate holder manually for alignment reasons.
Both carriers can be moved along the rail (R).
The custom-made mounting device (Fig. 4.2) consists of two parts: the wave plate
holders and a guide rail system. The design of the wave plate holders (Micos GmbH,
Germany) conforms with the design of a standard mirror or lens mount. The optics
rests against a small shoulder and is fixed by means of a retaining ring. However, the
shoulder against which the wave plate rests is minimised in such a way that the clear
aperture is usable entirely. Each wave plate holder sits on a carrier that can be moved
along a rail. The two carriers are attached to opposing sides of the rail. This makes
it possible to bring the λ/4-plates to overlap, allowing for a smaller distance between
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the −1st and +1st diffraction orders. The engineering drawings for both the carriers
and the guide rail system were provided by Robert Kretschmer (IPHT, Jena). The
manufacturing was conducted in the workshop of the IPHT Jena.
4.1.6 Lenses
Except for the detection tube lens TL, which is an original Zeiss component, all lenses
along with the mounting systems were purchased from Thorlabs (Thorlabs GmbH, Ger-
many). Achromatic doublets with an anti-reflection coating optimised for a wavelength
range of 400 nm− 700 nm and a diameter of 1 inch were used exclusively. We decided
on these lenses due to their property of reducing spherical aberrations. For higher pre-
cision in the lateral direction, translation mounts with a micrometer sensitivity were
used to mount the lenses.
The lens combination for the illumination side of the setup had to be chosen very
carefully. In fact, there are four constraints that had to be considered:
1. The design of the Axiovert 200 M microscope stand limits the possibilities in
choosing an illumination tube lens L7.
2. The distance between the diffraction orders in plane P3,4 and P5,6 must be
sufficient to enable the separation of the individual orders.
3. The ±1st diffraction orders must impinge on the back aperture of the objective
at the correct lateral position and with the correct distance between each other
to allow for the reconstruction of an optically sectioned image.
4. The illumination light must not be cut by any of the lenses, i.e. each lens
must accept the full cross-section of incoming light.
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Since the original illumination path of the Axiovert 200 M was entirely removed, a
new illumination tube lens had to be integrated. After an original Zeiss illumination
tube lens with a focal length of 164.5mm, the best choice would have been a lens with
a focal length similar or smaller to that of the original lens. Unfortunately, the design
of the microscope stand makes it difficult to integrate a non-Zeiss illumination tube
lens with such a short focal length. Therefore, L7 was chosen to have a focal length of
f7 = 200mm. This was the best possible compromise. In 4.1.1 the importance to use
the correct objective/tube lens combination was pointed out. However, this comment
refers mainly to the tube lens on the emission side, which understandably has a higher
impact on the imaging process than the tube lens on the illumination side. Moreover,
due to the laser illumination used in the setup, chromatic aberrations do not pose a
problem. Hence, the deviation from the ideal focal length value on the illumination
side is less severe.
The necessity for order separation, the dimensions of the λ/4-plates and the design
of the custom made mounting device for the wave plates entail the need for a sufficient
distance between the diffraction orders in plane P3,4 and P5,6 respectively.
As shown in Fig. 4.3, the distance y between the 0th and the +1st order (which is the
same as the distance between the 0th and the −1st order) in P3,4 (P5,6) is proportional
to the focal length f3 (f5) of lens L3 (L5), positioned at distance f3 (f5) behind the
grating: y = f3tanϕ (y = f5tanϕ), with ϕ being the angle between the optical axis
and the central ray of the +1st diffraction order before it impinges on L3 (L5). The
longer the focal length f3 (f5), the larger the distance between the diffraction orders in
plane P3,4 (P5,6). A large distance obviously simplifies the order separation. However,
it might have a negative influence on the fulfilment of the fourth constraint mentioned
above; the larger the distance between the diffraction orders in plane P3,4 (P5,6), the
more likely the light is cut by one of the following lenses. Experiments showed that a
focal length of f3 = 50mm (f5 = 50mm) for L3 (L5), which corresponds to a value for
y of 1.9mm in the final picoSIM setup, is a good choice.
Since coherent two-beam illumination is used, theory suggests to project the −1st



























Fig. 4.3: Lens considerations: The distance y between the diffraction orders (−1st, 0th and
+1st) in plane P3,4 (P5,6) depends linearly on the focal length f3 (f5): y = f3tanϕ
(y = f5tanϕ), where ϕ denotes the angle between the optical axis and the central ray
of the +1st diffraction order. A sufficient size of y is crucial to allow the separation of
the individual orders beyond L3 (L5).
and +1st diffraction orders in such a way that ~killu = 0.5 ~kmax. This will lead to the
best sectioning performance in theory, as the higher order object components will be
positioned at −0.5 kmax and +0.5 kmax in Fourier space respectively (see Fig. 3.7c).
Accordingly, the aim is to project a grating with a period length of approximately
ds = 360 nm into the sample.
Positioning the grating in the Fourier plane between L4 and L5 (with f6 = 300mm
and f7 = 200mm) yields a value for ds of 308 nm which is finer than the optimum.
The illumination side of the setup was designed with two additional lenses guar-
anteeing an alternative image plane between L2 and L3. Placing the grating at this
position (with f4 = 200 mm) leads to a value for ds of 1.23 µm. Projecting such a
relatively coarse grating into the sample will not only improve the signal-to-noise (due
to the shape of the component specific 2D OTF shown in Fig. 4.8b) but also reduce the
axial component in the illumination light’s field vector, leading to the residual grating
discussed in 5.1.1, albeit at the expense of a reduced sectioning performance.
Various lens combinations satisfy the constraints mentioned so far. Nevertheless, the
need for short exposure times requires that as much light intensity as possible reaches
the sample. For that reason only lens combinations that relay the entire cross-section
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of illumination light can be used.
In this context it is important to consider the field of view and thereby the size
of the laser beam that illuminates the grating. Since the grating is positioned in an
image plane, the region of the grating illuminated corresponds to an illuminated region
in the sample. The size of the illuminated sample region should correspond to the
field of view. Otherwise, light intensity will be lost by illuminating regions in the
sample that are not imaged. Due to the four-way image splitter, the field of view,
which is actually the size of the camera sensor divided by the magnification in the
emission path, calculates to a region of 44.4µm×33.5µm when using the CCD camera
described in 4.1.9. The magnification on the illumination side can be used to calculate
the corresponding size of the grating region that must be illuminated. The lenses L1
and L2 of the inverted beam expander have to be chosen carefully to adjust the laser
beam diameter. According to these assumptions the beam diameter of the laser that
is incident on the grating positioned before L3 must be 0.23mm. The actual diameter
used in the picoSIM setup is approximately 0.4 mm. It was chosen to be larger than
necessary since the light intensity in the border area of the illuminated sample region
tends to decrease. A larger field of view ensures that the actual sample region imaged
is illuminated evenly.
The chosen lens combination meets all targets. In particular, seven lenses with
the following focal lengths are positioned in the illumination path: f1 = 150mm,
f2 = 30mm, f3 = 50mm, f4 = 200mm, f5 = 50mm, f6 = 300mm, f7 = 200mm.
4.1.7 Filters
The filter cube in the microscope stand contains a dichromatic beam splitter DB
(XF2010 505DRLP, Omega Optical Inc., USA) and an emission filter EF (XF3084
535AF45, Omega Optical Inc., USA).
The dichromatic beam splitter DB is polarisation sensitive. Having a different effect
on the s- and p-state, it both disturbs the circular polarisation of the −1st and +1st
diffraction orders in the illumination path and the polarisation distribution emitted by
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the sample in the emission path.
To correct for this, an additional dichromatic beamsplitter (DBill and DBem re-
spectively) with identical specifications as the one in the filter cube is positioned both
in the illumination path and the emission path. As suggested in [43], to correct the
negative effect of the beamsplitter in the filter cube, the orientation of the extra beam
splitters has to be such that incident light that is s-polarised for one of the beamsplit-
ters is p-polarised for the other, and vice versa. The ideal case would be to position the
additional beamsplitters in a 4f distance from DB. Although this is done for DBill on
the illumination side, the design of the image splitter complicates the realisation on the
emission side. However, the small angles allow the placement of DBem in the Fourier
plane relative to DB to yield a positive effect.
4.1.8 Four-way image splitter
The four-way image splitter and all its components described in this paragraph are
depicted in Fig. 4.4.
The image splitter (Rainer Pick, Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r biophysikalische Chemie,
Go¨ttingen, Germany) divides the emission light into four identical beams. Although
only a minimum of three images are required for the SIM reconstruction algorithm,
using a four-way image splitter, and thus four images for the reconstruction, is advan-
tageous as no emission light is unnecessarily discarded. In contrast, even with perfect
optics the design of a three-way image splitter entails a 50% loss of emission light.
The image splitter was delivered without optical components. All the components
described below were ordered separately. They were chosen carefully to fit the special
needs of the picoSIM setup. Some of them had to be amended by an optical workshop
to meet the requirements of the image splitter.
Before going into detail, the basic points, important to understand the principle of
how the image splitter works are listed:
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1. The incoming emission light is divided into two identical beams by means of
a non-polarising beam splitter BS.
2. Each of the two beams is directed onto a polarising beam splitter (PBS1 and
PBS2 respectively) via a lens (L1a and L2a respectively).
3. In each case, the polarising beam splitter splits the light in two components,
each with a different angle of linear polarisation.
4. Each of the four resulting beams is directed onto a different region of the same
camera chip via another lens (L1b, L1c, L2b and L2c respectively) to re-image
the intermediate image created at RA.
After passing the intermediate image plane at the rectangular aperture RA, the
emission light reaches the non-polarising beam splitter BS (AHF Analysetechnik AG,
Germany) to be divided into two identical beams. The beam splitter was chosen to come
as close as possible to a 50 : 50 splitting ratio that is independent of the polarisation of
the incident light. The non-polarising beam splitter BS is designed for a wavelength
range of 510 nm to 570 nm, has a surface figure of λ/10 and a substrate thickness of
6mm.
Beyond the beam splitter BS, each of the two beams passes the first lens (L1a and
L2a respectively). The achromatic doublet lenses (OptoSigma, USA) are coated with
a broadband anti-reflection coating and have a focal length of f = 150mm.
Various metallic mirrors with silver coating (M1a, M2a and M2b; Thorlabs GmbH,
Germany) reflect the beams onto the polarising beam splitters PBS1 and PBS2. Mir-
rors have the property of adding a phase on the light reflected. The phase added de-
pends both on the polarisation of the incident light and the angle of incidence (AOI).
Metallic mirrors ensure a far better performance than dielectric mirrors when dealing





































Fig. 4.4: The four-way image splitter: The fluorescence emission light (light path depicted in
green) enters the image splitter via the rectangular aperture RA, coinciding with the
intermediate image plane. The non-polarising beam splitter BS divides the light into
two identical beams. Each of these beams is then directed onto a polarising beam
splitter (PBS1 and PBS2 respectively) via a first lens (L1a and L2a respectively)
and the mirrors M1a, M2a and M2b respectively. The beam directed onto PBS2 first
passes a λ/2-plate that rotates the polarisation direction of the light by 45◦. The
polarising beam splitters divide the light into four beams with relative polarisation
angles of 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦. Each of the four beams is then imaged onto the camera
(not depicted in this figure) via a series of mirrors (M1b, M1c, M1d, M2c, M2d and
M2e respectively), a clean-up polariser (CP1a, CP1b, CP2a and CP2b respectively),
a second lens (L1b, L1c, L2b and L2c respectively), a rectangular mirror (RM1 and
RM2 respectively) and a 90
◦ prism mirror (P1 and P2 respectively). P1 and P2 are
positioned on top of each other. The position of the alignment pinholes AP1 to AP7,
that are integrated in the setup only during alignment (see appendix B.2), is indicated
by the dashed red squares.
with polarised light. The silver mirrors were chosen because they offer the highest
reflectivity in the visible spectrum of any metallic mirror.
The polarising beam splitters PBS1 and PBS2 (Moxtek Inc., USA) utilise the wire-
grid technology. Their orientation is chosen to maximise their efficiency. Consequently,
both beam splitters are oriented identically. However, before the light reaches PBS2
it passes a λ/2-plate that is oriented in such a way that it rotates the polarisation of
the incoming light by 45◦. This arrangement allows for dividing the emission light in
four beams with four different angles of linear polarisation. PBS1 transmits the 0
◦
component and reflects the 90◦ component. The second polarising beam splitter PBS2
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transmits the 45◦ component and and reflects the 135◦ component.
After the separation of the different polarisation components another series of metal-
lic silver mirrors (M1b, M1c, M1d, M2c, M2d and M2e respectively; Thorlabs GmbH,
Germany) direct each of the four beams to a second lens (L1b, L1c, L2b and L2c respec-
tively; OptoSigma, USA). The specifications for the second lenses in the beam path
are identical to the ones mentioned above for the first lenses. The image splitter is
designed in accordance with the principle of infinity optics which allows for a non 4f
design, with f being the focal length of the lenses in use. However, the image generated
at the first image plane RA is not magnified by the system.
The second lenses direct the beams via clean-up polarisers (CP1a, CP1b, CP2a and
CP2b respectively; Comar Instruments, U.K.) onto the rectangular silver mirrors (RM1
and RM2 respectively; Linos GmbH, Germany) from where they are reflected onto the
90◦ prism mirrors (P1 and P2 respectively, OptoSigma, USA) and eventually onto the
camera.
4.1.9 Camera
For acquiring the data presented in 5.1 and 5.2.1 a CCD camera (Imager Intense, La
Vision, Germany) with a sensor size of 1376px× 1040px and a pixel pitch of 6.45µm×
6.45 µm was used. The frame rate as specified by the supplier is 10Hz with a gain
dependent readout noise of 4 to 6 electrons. The camera is equipped with a 12bit
analogue-to-digital converter.
The data presented in 5.2.2 was acquired utilising an sCMOS camera (ORCA-Flash
4.0, Hamamatsu, Japan) with a sensor size of 2048px × 2048px and a pixel pitch of
6.45 µm × 6.45 µm. The frame rate as specified by the supplier is 100Hz with a
readout noise of 1.3 electrons. The camera is equipped with a 16bit analogue-to-digital
converter.
The reason for using two different cameras is that the sCMOS camera was not
available for all experiments.
When choosing a camera it is important to consider the adequacy of the sensor
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pixel pitch. The pixel pitch corresponds to the sampling distance Ds in image space.
The intensity distribution in image space can be considered to be a continuous function
being composed of various sine waves, each with a different frequency, amplitude and
phase [44]. Only if the sampling distance Ds is chosen correctly can the measurement
of the intensity distribution be accurate. Choosing a sampling distance too coarse will
result in aliasing, i.e. measuring sine waves that do not actually exist in the signal.
According to the Nyquist criteria aliasing can be avoided if the sampling frequency
ks exceeds the highest image frequency kmax by a factor of 2. In this case all fre-
quency aliases lie beyond the transmittable frequency limit kmax and thus will not be
imaged [44]:




With a value of 510nm for λem and a magnification of M = 100, this yields a sampling
distance in image space of Ds = 9.1µm. Hence, with a pixel pitch of 6.45µm×6.45µm
the sampling is denser than required by a factor of 1.4. Although this is not a major
drawback, choosing a camera with a larger pixel pitch can increase the dynamic range,
the sensitivity and the signal-to-noise ratio.
4.2 Samples and sample preparation
The sample preparation had to be carried out carefully since the image quality in mi-
croscopy depends not only on the optical components of the illumination and detection
side of the optical system respectively, but also on the properties of the sample itself.
The sample, as the region from which the emission light emerges, is part of the detection
side and therefore contributes to the performance of the microscope.
In general, a microscope sample consists of a slide and a cover slip. The mounting
medium, in which the actual specimen is embedded, lies in between these two com-
ponents. The immersion medium between the objective and the cover slip is another
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important element of the imaging beam path and must be chosen correctly to avoid
aberrations.
Microscope objectives are designed assuming certain conditions in the sample. A
decrease in image quality can result if these conditions are not met.
Different microscope samples were used depending on the aim of the experiment.
Describing the microscope samples and the protocol of their preparation is the concern
of this section. Whenever possible, the sample preparation was optimised to meet the
requirements of the oil immersion objective described in 4.1.1. The cover slips used
were high performance cover slips (Zeiss, Germany) with a thickness of 170 ± 5 µm.
The immersion oil (Zeiss, Germany) has a refractive index of 1.5180 at 23◦C for light
with a wavelength of 546.1 nm.
4.2.1 Fluorescent bead sample
The parameters necessary to align the four raw picoSIM images imaged onto different
regions of the same camera chip (see 4.4.1), were identified using a fluorescent bead
sample provided from Zeiss. To prepare the sample, the 200 nm polymer beads (Invit-
rogen) were first diluted in water, and the resulting solution applied to the surface of a
cover slip. To ensure that the fluid disperses well, the cover slip was previously cleaned
and plasma processed. Afterwards, a 24h drying period was ensured to allow for the
attachment of the beads to the glass surface. The last step was to glue the cover slip
onto the microscope slide using silicon rubber, which also acts as embedding medium.
4.2.2 Fluorescent plane sample
To characterise the sectioning performance of the system (see 5.2.1) a sample con-
sisting of a thin, slowly bleaching and uniformly fluorescing layer (G. J. Brakenhoff,
The Netherlands) was used. The thickness of the fluorescent layer is 115 nm. The
fluorescent plane sample was initially developed for image calibration in fluorescence
microscopy [45]. It contains the fluorescent dye Fluorescein embedded in a uniform
polymer film.
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4.2.3 Fixed biological samples
The preparation of the fixed isolated rat tibialis anterior myofibrils samples was carried
out by Elisabeth Ehler (King’s College London, UK).
For the biological samples underlying the data presented in 5.1.3 and 5.2.2, the
musculus tibialis anterior was dissected from an adult rat, stored in solution (10 mM
MES, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 4.4 g glucose/litre; pH 6.1) on ice
and teased into small muscle strips that were then tied in a slightly extended fashion
onto little plastic plates. These were incubated over night at 4◦ in a 1:1 mix of 100%
glycerol and 13.3 mM KH2PO4 pH 7.0. Afterwards, the plastic plates were transferred
into a fresh glycerol KH2PO4 solution and then stored at -20
◦C. To prepare a sample
for microscopy, the muscle pieces were pulled into smaller pieces with tweezers and
incubated in rigor buffer (0.1 M KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM Dithio-
threitol, 10 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.0) for an hour. They were then homogenised using a
hand-held blender and spun onto poly-L-lysine coated slides (Thermo Scientific) using
a cytospin (Shandon). They were immediately fixed using 4% PFA/PBS for 10 min-
utes. After a brief wash in PBS they were incubated with monoclonal mouse antibodies
against titin (Z-disc epitope, clone T12, diluted 1:10) [46] in antibody dilution buffer
(1% BSA, 20 mM Tris-base, 155 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, and 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5)
for an hour at room temperature in a humid chamber. After several washes in PBS,
the cells were incubated in the secondary antibodies for one hour at room temper-
ature. As secondary antibodies we used Cy2-conjugated (Jackson Immunochemicals,
UK) and DyLight488-conjugated (Jackson Immunochemicals, UK) goat anti-mouse im-
munoglobulins respectively (diluted 1:100). After washing the cells five times with PBS
they were mounted in 0.1 M Tris-HCl/glycerol (3:7) and 50 mg/ml N-propyl-gallate
at pH 9.5 or alternatively in gelvatol containing N-propyl-gallate [47].
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4.3 Data acquisition
This section explains the data acquisition for the picoSIM data presented in 5.2. The
individual steps of the data acquisition for the proof of concept studies are explained
in 5.1.
Due to the four-way image splitter (see 4.1.8), one picoSIM image consists of four
images of the same sample region, each with a different phase position of the effective
illumination pattern and each imaged onto a different region of the camera sensor.
The relative phases in the individual images are approximately 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦
degrees. The raw data necessary to reconstruct an optically sectioned slice of the sample
can hence be acquired in a single exposure.
For the z-stack, out of which the sectioning curve (see 5.2.1) was calculated, 60
(grating before L5) and 40 (grating before L3) picoSIM images were acquired, each
at a different focus position of the fluorescent plane sample (see 4.2.2). Between the
individual images, the objective-lens nano-positioner was moved in equidistant steps of
100 nm (grating before L5) and 300 nm (grating before L3).
Furthermore, for each experiment a series of 10 dark images was acquired, with
the same exposure time as used in the actual experiment but without illuminating the
sample.
Both the camera, i.e. the image acquisition, and the objective-lens nano-positioner
were controlled via the open-source software µManager [48]. The acquisition of the z-
stack was automated using a self written Beanshell [49] script in µManager’s scripting
console which is listed in appendix C.1.
4.4 Data processing
This section explains the data processing for the picoSIM data presented in 5.2. The
data processing for the proof of concept studies is explained in 5.1.
For all data processing the programming environment Matlab (MathWorks, USA)
and the image processing toolbox DIPimage [50] were used.
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After acquiring a picoSIM image the four raw images need to be extracted and
aligned into one coordinate system. The transformation matrices for this alignment
were found in the course of the data registration process, which is described in the first
part of this section (see 4.4.1) and for which the Flexible Algorithms for Image Regis-
tration (FAIR) toolbox [51], developed by Jan Modersitzki, Lars Ruthotto (both from
the University of Lu¨beck, Germany) and Fabian Gigengack (University of Mu¨nster,
Germany), was used.
The second part of this section (see 4.4.2) explains the reconstruction of the optically
sectioned image out of the four extracted and aligned raw images. This data recon-
struction was performed using a hrSIM reconstruction algorithm (see appendix A.3)
written by Kai Wicker, Ondrˇej Mandula and Rainer Heintzmann at King’s College
London [27].
4.4.1 Data registration
The goal of the data registration process is to extract and align the four raw images in
such a way that the sample in each of the four images lies at the same position in an
overall coordinate system. In practice, three of the four extracted images need to be
transformed into the coordinate system of the fourth image.
The three transformation matrices were found using an image of a 200 nm bead
sample (see 4.2.1) as calibration slice. The calibration slice was acquired with the
setup depicted in Fig. 4.1. However, the diffraction grating and the λ/4-plates were
removed from the illumination side to avoid an incorrect alignment due to the effective
illumination pattern being present in the four images.
After a background-correction (cf. paragraph ”Data preprocessing” in 4.4.2) the
four individual calibration images A, B, C and D were extracted from the calibration
slice (Fig. 4.5). This is straightforward to do in Matlab. However, it is important to
keep in mind that the three transformation matrices found by means of the calibration
slice will later be applied to a true picoSIM image. This transformation will only
succeed if the same ROI of the camera sensor are extracted from both the calibration
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slice and the picoSIM image.
To calculate the affine transformation matrices, a multilevel parametric image reg-
istration approach was used [51]. The basic idea of the multilevel approach is to start
the registration on a coarse level, where the images are smoothed by averaging over ad-
jacent pixel values. Once accomplished on the coarse level, the result acts as a starting
point for the registration on the next finer level. Due to the good starting approxima-
tion, only minor corrections are then needed on this level. Following [51], the multilevel
approach necessitates fewer iterations for the optimisation and reduces the risk of being




Fig. 4.5: Extracting the calibration images for the picoSIM data registration: The first step
in finding the transformation matrices for the image registration in picoSIM is to
extract the four calibration images A, B, C and D from the calibration slice, which is
a background-corrected image of a 200nm bead sample. For illustration purposes the
colours of the images are inverted.
Applying the transformation matrices to the calibration images illustrates the ef-
fect of the image registration (Fig. 4.6). Applying the transformation matrices to the
picoSIM data is prerequisite for a successful image reconstruction.
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(a) A-Reference (b) C-Reference (c) D-Reference
(d) Atrans-Reference (e) Ctrans-Reference (f) Dtrans-Reference
Fig. 4.6: The effect of the picoSIM data registration: For a successful registration, three of the
four previously extracted calibration images A, B, C and D need to be transformed
into the coordinate system of the fourth image. Here, image B was chosen to be the
reference image. The three transformation matrices, necessary to align the images A,
C and D, were found utilising a multilevel parametric image registration. (a), (b)
and (c) show the residual images, i.e. the difference between the calibration image in
question and the reference image B, before the registration. The successful transfor-
mation is depicted in (d), (e) and (f), where the difference between the transformed
calibration image Atrans, Ctrans and Dtrans and the reference image B is shown. The
red-rimmed squares in the upper left corner of each sub-figure show a close up view
of the image region marked with the dotted red square.
4.4.2 Data reconstruction
As already mentioned in 3.2.4, the picoSIM data reconstruction is performed employ-
ing the hrSIM reconstruction algorithm described in appendix A.3, albeit with some
variations as explained below.
Considering two-beam illumination setups, the hrSIM algorithm is usually applied
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to yield a lateral resolution improvement in thin samples. In order to achieve an
isotropic effect in all in-plane directions, a hrSIM data set usually consists of at least
three image sets per focal slice, each acquired with a different orientation of the il-
lumination pattern. As we are solely interested in achieving optical sectioning, one
picoSIM data set consists of just one image set per focal slice, acquired with one spe-
cific orientation of the effective illumination pattern. The reconstruction of an optically
sectioned slice of a thick sample could also be achieved utilising the sSIM reconstruction
algorithm presented in [3]. However, unlike the latter, the hrSIM algorithm is able to
deal with phase values not according perfectly to theory [27]; moreover, it is less prone
to artefacts compared to the sSIM algorithm. To meet our specific requirements, we
amended the original version of the hrSIM algorithm to correct the varying pattern
contrasts present in the raw picoSIM images (see below).
Several steps of the reconstruction process require the PSF of the system as an
input parameter. The PSF used here was obtained from a simulation which is based
on the vectorial high-NA theory [25, 26] and was written by Rainer Heintzmann and
Peter Vermeer.
Data preprocessing
Before the actual reconstruction of the data some preprocessing was performed.
The first step was to subtract the background from the picoSIM data using a series
of 10 dark images acquired, with the same exposure time as the actual picoSIM image
but without illuminating the sample. The 10 dark images were averaged to one image
which was then subtracted from the picoSIM image.
Afterwards, the four raw images were extracted and aligned using the transfor-
mation matrices calculated as described in the previous section. Possible brightness
differences in the raw images, due to the image splitter components (see 4.1.8) not
being perfectly aligned, were corrected by normalising the mean intensity of each raw
image to the mean intensity of the first raw image.
As the reconstruction of the data is performed in Fourier space, the edges of the
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raw images were dimmed by means of a Gaussian smoothing. This step was conducted
to avoid artefacts in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) arising from sharp edges due to
the periodic boundary condition of the FFT.
If more than one picoSIM image is acquired, e.g. when acquiring a z-stack of images,
fluctuations in the illumination intensity and decreasing intensity due to photobleach-
ing can cause brightness differences in the picoSIM images. To compensate for these
effects, the background-correction was followed by normalising the mean intensity of
each picoSIM image to one before proceeding with the steps described above.
Component separation
The first step of the component separation is to calculate the mixing matrix M. Al-
though the setup was designed to yield relative phases of 0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ in the
four raw images respectively, the exact phase values are retrieved retroactively from
the acquired data to guarantee sufficient precision. Incorrect phase values would yield
an imprecise separation of the individual components, leading to artefacts in the fi-
nal image. The exact phase values of the experiment are calculated by means of an
weighted auto-correlation of each of the Fourier-transformed raw images as explained
in appendix A.4 [52].
This auto-correlation not only yields the entries of the mixing matrix M but also
the relative contrast of the effective illumination pattern in each of the four raw input
images. The original version of the algorithm assumes a constant contrast of the illu-
mination pattern in all images. As the contrast of the effective illumination pattern in
picoSIM may vary in the different raw images (see 5.1.2), the algorithm was adapted
accordingly. The adapted algorithm corrects for the varying pattern contrast in the
input images based on the amended mixing matrix M′ (see appendix A.4), which not
only contains the pattern phase but also the relative pattern contrast for each raw
image.
The positive effect of this improvement can be shown by reconstructing a simulated
set of raw images with varying pattern contrast. The image shown in Fig. 4.7b was
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reconstructed using the original algorithm, grating artefacts are still visible. In contrast,
in the image shown in Fig. 4.7c, reconstructed utilising the modified algorithm, the
grating artefacts have been reduced.
Due to the four raw picoSIM input images, the mixing matrix is not square. Hence,
its inverse M−1, needed to calculate the separated orders according to Eq. A.14, can
be calculated as the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse [53].
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Fig. 4.7: Comparison between original and adapted version of the hrSIM algorithm: (a) shows
a set of four simulated raw images with varying pattern contrast (10%, 30%, 50% and
70%). (b) and (c) show the results of the SIM reconstruction of this set of raw images
employing the original version and the adapted version of the hrSIM reconstruction
algorithm respectively. The corresponding wide-field image, calculated as the sum of
the four raw images, is shown in (d). In either case, the algorithm removes the out-
of-focus information. However, there are strong grating artefacts present in (b). The
reason for this is the original algorithm not correcting for the varying pattern contrast
in the raw images and thus not being able to separate the higher order components
as can be seen in the Fourier image of the separated +1st order (e). The red arrow
in (e) indicates information content stemming from the −1st order mixing into the
separated +1st (white arrow) order. (f) shows that the order separation performed by
the adapted algorithm is improved. Image of the orca adopted from DIPimage image
library.
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Shift of components
The separated components must be shifted by m~killu to their correct position in Fourier
space. In order to find the precise subpixel shift vector ~killu we apply an iterative cross-
correlation between the unshifted 0th order component and a back-shifted higher order
component in Fourier space, optimising the shift vector to maximise the peak in the
origin of the cross-correlation image.
The actual shift of the separated components is done by multiplying the higher
order components with a phase gradient e−ım~killu ~r in real space.
Recombination of components and generalised Wiener filter deconvo-
lution
Equation A.18 for the recombination of components is only directly applicable when
performing a 3D reconstruction of a 3D data set.
For the experimental results presented in 5.1.3 and 5.2.2 only a 2D data set was
reconstructed. The same is true for the z-stack discussed in 5.2.1 as the 3D data set
was reconstructed in a slice-by-slice fashion.



















h˜m(~k) dkz . (4.2)
(As picoSIM deals with only one specific grating orientation we are omitting the grating
orientation index o introduced in appendix A.3.)
However, this approach cannot be recommended, as sample information may be
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needlessly disregarded [54]. Projecting the component specific 3D OTF h˜m(~k) (Fig. 4.8a)
along kz yields a 2D OTF h˜m(~kxy) (Fig. 4.8b) with a central peak at −m~killu. Applying
the modified version of Eq. A.18, and thus using h˜m(~kxy) as weight function, would
lead to a strong contribution of an object component at the peak position of its 2D
OTF. However, as becomes obvious when comparing Fig. 4.8a with Fig. 4.8b, the peak
position is exactly where the component’s 3D OTF suffers from the ”missing cone”. In
contrast, other object components contain frequency information filling the ”missing
cone” at the frequency position in question. Consequently, suppressing a component
at the peak position of its 2D OTF in favour of the other contributing components will
lead to a better sectioning performance.
The 2D version of Eq. A.18 can be amended accordingly by introducing a Gaussian
function [54]:
g˜m(~kxy) = 1− am e−|~kxy+m~killu|2/2d2m , (4.3)
to modify the weights. The optimised function for component recombination recon-















The attenuation parameter a, the width parameter d as well as the Wiener parameter γ
were found empirically. The shape of the component specific 2D OTFs under influence
of the Gaussian function is depicted in Fig. 4.8c.
























































(c) Modified component specific OTFs h˜m(~kxy)
in 2D
Fig. 4.8: Weighted averaging in 2D: (a) shows the component specific OTFs h˜m(~k) in 3D.
Projecting them along kz yields their 2D equivalents as depicted in (b). Rewriting
Eq. A.18 for the combination of components for a 2D data set would lead to a large
contribution of a component at frequency positions where its weight function, i.e.
its 2D OTF, has a high transfer strength. Comparing (a) with (b) reveals that the
component in question cannot contribute any information filling the ”missing cone”
at these positions (indicated by the arrows). However, other components could do so.
Amending the recombination formula by introducing a Gaussian function (see Eq. 4.4)
corresponds to modifying the shape of the weight functions, i.e. the shape of the 2D
OTFs as shown in (c), and thus leads to an improved sectioning performance. Figure
redrawn from [54].
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Apodisation
To avoid artefacts arising from the generalised Wiener filter deconvolution, the Fourier
image is multiplied with the 2D version of the apodisation function introduced in ap-
pendix A.3: h˜goal(~kxy) = d
κ(~kxy), with d(~kxy) being the normalised Euclidian distance
between the position ~kxy and the support edge of the effective OTF. The parameter
κ allows adjusting of the shape of the apodisation function. As explained in [27], for
κ = 1 the distance function stays unchanged and retains its linear shape. Choosing
a value of κ < 1 curves the distance function towards a convex shape, emphasising
high frequencies, whereas a choice of κ > 1 yields a concave shape emphasising low
frequencies. The value of κ was chosen to be one, yielding a linear shaped distance
function d(~kxy), similar to a conventional wide-field OTF.
Final image
An inverse FT yields the final 2D image in real space.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before the picoSIM data, for which the data acquisition and processing was described
in sections 4.3 and 4.4, was acquired, the first step was a proof of concept study to show
that it is possible to generate the desired polarisation distribution in the focal plane of
the objective (Fig. 3.8) and to retroactively select the effective pattern position (see 5.1).
For this, the image splitter in the picoSIM setup (Fig. 4.1) was replaced by a single
polarisation analyser, i.e. the emission light was not split. With this variation of the
original setup it can be shown that a picoSIM image resembles a conventional SIM image
(see 5.1.1). To demonstrate that the phase position of the effective illumination pattern
depends on the orientation of the analyser in the emission path, the analyser was rotated
manually in multiple steps. After each step an image was acquired from which the
pattern phase was then calculated (see 5.1.2). Finally, the three raw images necessary
for the SIM reconstruction were acquired successively using a biological sample and
reconstructed to obtain an optical sectioned image (see 5.1.3).
After the proof of concept study, the image splitter was mounted to acquire single-
shot picoSIM images (see 5.2). To judge the sectioning performance of the setup, a
z-stack of a fluorescent plane sample was acquired, from which a sectioning curve was
then calculated (see 5.2.1). Finally, picoSIM was applied to fixed biological samples
(see 5.2.2).
5.1 picoSIM in sequential mode: Proof of concept
Data acquisition For both the phase plot (Fig. 5.3) and the reconstruction of
the biological sample data (Fig. 5.4) it was necessary to acquire images with different
phase positions of the grating imaged onto the camera. The phase of the grating was
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altered by manually rotating the polarisation analyser in the emission path.
For the fluorescent plane data underlying the phase plot, the analyser was rotated
in steps of 10◦ through a total angle of 180◦. At each step one image was acquired.
The three images necessary to perform the data reconstruction for the biological
sample were acquired in sequence with relative orientations of the polarisation analyser
of 0◦, 60◦ and 120◦ leading to nominal phases of the effective pattern imaged onto the
camera of 0◦, 120◦ and 240◦.
Data processing The first step in data processing was a background-correction
(cf. paragraph ”Data preprocessing” in 4.4.2). This step was carried out for all data
presented in this section.
The images shown in Fig. 5.1 are corrected to have the same mean intensity.
Before the pattern phases were plotted (Fig. 5.3) the respective fluorescent plane
images were additionally corrected for fluorescence intensity variations by normalising
the mean intensity of each image to 1. This was done in order to compensate for fluc-
tuations in the illumination intensity and decreasing intensity due to photobleaching.
Moreover, the edges of the images were dimmed using a square shaped Hann window
function with a flat central area. This step was conducted to avoid artefacts in the
FFT arising from sharp edges due to the periodic boundary condition of the FFT. The
phase of the grating was calculated in accordance with [55] from the first order peak in
Fourier space. Beforehand, the value of the first order peak was divided by the value
of the theoretical calculated intensity OTF at this position and half the value of the
OTF-corrected zero order peak. Hence, Fig. 5.3 depicts not only the phases of the
grating but also its OTF-corrected contrast, i.e. the contrast of the effective pattern in
the sample rather than in the detected image, indicated by the distance of each data
point from the origin.
The reconstruction of the biological sample data (Fig. 5.4) was performed in accor-
dance with 4.4.2, albeit with some minor variations in preprocessing: only one dark
image was used for the background-correction. Furthermore, as the images were ac-
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quired successively, no image registration was necessary. However, a drift-correction
was applied using the cross-correlation based DIPimage function ”findshift”. The wide-
field image was calculated as the inverse FT of the separated 0th order component, i.e.
the unshifted wide-field component.
5.1.1 The picoSIM illumination pattern
Figure 5.1 shows the fluorescent plane data acquired with (Fig. 5.1a) and without
(Fig. 5.1b) the polarisation analyser in the emission path. It can be seen that there is
a weak grating existent even without the analyser being present in the setup.
(a) With analyser (b) Without analyser
Fig. 5.1: The picoSIM illumination pattern: A fluorescent plane sample, illuminated with the
picoSIM polarisation distribution (non-paraxial case), was imaged with (a) and with-
out (b) a polarisation analyser positioned in the emission beam path. Camera: CCD,
Laser: 130mW , Grating constant in sample space: ds = 1.23 µm
A possible reason for this residual grating is the axial component of the illuminating
polarisation distribution that was disregarded in [20]. In theory, only an illumination
that satisfies the paraxial approximation yields a perfect picoSIM polarisation distri-
bution (Fig. 3.8) without a residual grating. Due to the non-paraxial illumination
(Fig. 3.9), the electric field vector, generated by either diffraction order in the sample,
possesses an axial and an elliptical polarised in-plane component (Fig. 5.2A). While the
superposition of the axial components of both diffraction orders leads to an intensity
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distribution Iz(x) (Fig. 5.2C), the superposition of their elliptical polarised in-plane
components leads to the picoSIM polarisation distribution, albeit with an intensity
Il(x) (Fig. 5.2C), depending on the lateral sample coordinate.
However, there are parts of the sample in which the axial components of the imping-
ing diffraction orders will cancel out each other corresponding to a modulation contrast




[1 + cos(killux− ε)] , (5.1)
where a1 is the peak-to-peak amplitude, ε a global phase and killu the illumination
pattern’s k-vector (in analogy to 3.2.2). The lateral sample coordinate x is defined in
accordance with Fig. 3.8. The lateral intensity distribution Il(x) modulates in-phase




[1 +ml · cos(killux− ε)] , (5.2)
where ml is the modulation contrast of Il(x).
An axial component present in the sample will lead to an excitation of fluorophores
with a dipole-axis component along the optical axis. Due to the use of a high NA
objective, light stemming from these fluorophores can be detected [56]. However, the
shape of the 3D dipole radiation pattern suggests that the amount of light captured by
the objective is reduced by a factor b compared to the light captured from fluorophores
with only an in-plane dipole-axis. The residual intensity distribution INoA(x), captured
by the camera without the polarisation analyser in the emission path, can thus be
described as:
INoA(x) = bIz(x) + Il(x) , (5.3)
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Fig. 5.2: The effect of a non-paraxial picoSIM illumination: Due to the angle of incidence
of the diffraction orders on the sample, the projection of their electric field vectors
along z yields an elliptical polarised in-plane component (A). The superposition of
both orders leads to an in-plane sum field vector whose orientation and amplitude
(corresponding to the intensity Il(x)) depends on the lateral sample coordinate x
(B,C). However, due to the elliptical polarisation of the orders the orientation of
the in-plane sum field vector is not constant in time for all lateral sample positions.
(B) shows the in-plane sum field vector at different lateral sample positions x for
different points in time (dashed arrows). Its orientation is only constant for x = 0 and
x = 1/2ds. Consequently, the contrast c = man ·mβ of the effective in-plane pattern
beyond the analyser is not constant but varies with the orientation of the polarisation
analyser in the emission path (D). The intensity of the axial intensity component Iz(x)
modulates in-phase with Il(x) (C). Consequently, the residual intensity distribution
INoA(x) = bIz(x) + Il(x), captured by the camera without the polarisation analyser
in the emission path, corresponds to an intensity grating.
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where ml depends on the angle γ under which the illumination light is incident on the





Consequently, the residual grating contrast cNoA depends on the illumination angle γ;
the greater the angle, the higher the contrast of INoA(x) becomes.
For comparison of the residual grating contrast under different angles of incidence,
the contrast of the residual grating cNoA was experimentally compared for two different
positions of the grating in the illumination path. Positioning the grating before L3
(Fig. 4.1) corresponds to an angle of incidence on the sample of approximately γ = 11◦
whereas positioning it before L5 (Fig. 4.1) yields an angle of approximately γ = 50
◦.
For each grating position, 20 images of different sample regions were acquired. In the
course of image processing, the background offset was subtracted and a Hann window
function was used to dim the edges of the images. The contrast of the residual grating







where I˜0 and I˜+1 are the complex values of the Fourier-transformed images at the
position of the 0th- and +1st-order peak respectively and otf0 and otf+1 are the values
of the 2D OTF at the position of the 0th and +1st-order peak respectively. The second
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fraction in the equation was introduced to compensate for the fact that due to the
shape of the 2D OTF the transfer strength for higher frequencies is lower than the
one for lower frequencies. If one were to compare the contrast of two gratings with
different frequencies and identical grating contrast, the contrast of the high frequency
grating would erroneously calculate to a lower value without this correction term. The
OTF used for the calculation was obtained from a FT of the simulated PSF described
in 4.4.2.
The mean contrast for γ = 11◦ calculates to 2.2%± 0.03. As expected, the contrast
for γ = 50◦ calculates to a higher value of 7.3%± 0.3.
5.1.2 The phase-shift of the effective illumination pattern in picoSIM
In accordance with theory the orientation of the polarisation analyser in the emission
path can retroactively select the position of the effective illumination pattern imaged
onto the camera. Figure 5.3 illustrates the phase shift of the detected grating when
rotating the analyser. In total, the polariser was rotated by 180◦ which corresponds
in theory to a phase shift of the grating of 360◦ (cf. Eq. 3.20). As described above,
the distance of each data point from the origin indicates the OTF-corrected pattern
contrast (see 5.1).
Figure 5.3 reveals a varying contrast of the detected pattern stretching from a
minimum value of 12.2% up to a maximum value of 19.9% out of a theoretically possible
value of 50% (assuming a fluorescene anisotropy of r0 = 0.4, which is the maximum
possible value for a single photon process with randomly oriented fluorophores).
Assuming an illumination satisfying the paraxial approximation and thus yielding
a perfect picoSIM polarisation distribution in the sample (Fig. 3.8), one would expect
a circular distribution of data points centred around the origin. However, a closer
inspection of the effect of the non-paraxial illumination and the polarisation analyser
reveals the reason for the non-circular distribution of data points.
Following the theory outlined in 5.1.1, the intensity distribution IA(x), detected by
the camera with the analyser in the emission path, can be described as a superposition
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Detected residual grating (Experiment)
Residual grating (Simulation)
Fig. 5.3: The phase-shift of the effective illumination pattern in picoSIM: The polarisation
analyser in the emission beam path was rotated manually in steps of 10◦ over a range
of 180◦. This corresponds to a 360◦ phase shift of the grating imaged onto the camera.
The phase of the grating in each of the images (blue dots) was calculated out of
the +1st order peak in Fourier space in such a way, that the distance of each data
point from the origin corresponds to the effective pattern contrast in the sample. The
phase of the residual grating (blue circle), present in the sample without a polarisation
analyser positioned in the emission beam path, was calculated accordingly and plotted
as well. The fit (shown in red) is based on a simulation and represents a least-square
fit to the data.
between the axial and the lateral intensity distribution after being captured by the
objective and filtered by the polarisation analyser:
IA(x) = [ bIz(x) ]f + [ Il(x) ]f , (5.7)
where the [ ]f refers to the effect of the polarisation analyser (see below).
The light stemming from the axial component Iz(x) is assumed to be randomly
polarised with respect to the analyser plane. Hence, only 50% of the light captured by
the objective will be transmitted:
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The polarisation analyser retroactively selects the actual in-plane pattern from the
lateral intensity distribution Il(x):
[ Il(x) ]f =
1
2
Il(x)[1−manmβ cos(kx+ 2β − ε)] , (5.9)
where Il(x) scales the magnitude depending on the lateral sample position, man and mβ
define the contrast of the actual in-plane pattern beyond the analyser and β corresponds
to the orientation of the analyser.
The parameter man accommodates for the loss in pattern contrast due to fluo-
rescence anisotropy (see 2.6). A further reduction in contrast is possible due to the
elliptical polarisation of the in-plane illumination order components. Their superpo-
sition yields an in-plane sum field vector whose orientation is not constant in time
(Fig. 5.2B) for all lateral sample positions (as would be the case for an illumination
satisfying the paraxial approximation). Consequently, the contrast of the effective in-
plane pattern beyond the analyser depends not only on fluorescence anisotropy, but




[1 + cp cos(4β)] , (5.10)
where cβ is a parameter defining the modulation of mβ for varying β.
In accordance with the theory described, a simulation was written to least-square
fit the data (Fig. 5.3) using the following fitting parameters:
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a1 · b: The peak-to-peak amplitude a1 of the axial intensity dis-
tribution Iz(x) and the fraction b of Iz(x) captured by the
objective were combined to one fitting parameter.
ε: A global phase.
a2: The peak-to-peak amplitude of the lateral intensity distri-
bution Il(x).
ml: The modulation of the lateral intensity Il(x).
man: The reduction in modulation of the in-plane pattern beyond
the analyser due to fluorescence anisotropy.
cβ: The reduction in modulation of the in-plane pattern depend-
ing on the analyser orientation.
The minimisation calculated the following values for the fitting parameters:






It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 that the contrast values of the data points on the right-
hand side of the ”Imag”-axis approximately correspond to the theory described. In
contrast, their phase positions do not. On the left-hand side of the ”Imag”-axis neither
the phase positions nor the contrast values retrieved from the experimental data could
be predicted perfectly by the simulation. Moreover, the phase position of the residual
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grating data point severely deviates from the fit.
A possible reason for the detected phase values not being in accordance with the fit
can be found in the polarisation analyser positioned right in front of the camera. If the
surface of the analyser is not orthogonal to the optical axis, the emission light will be
deviated and the image on the camera will be shifted. The effect on Fig. 5.3 would be a
data point with a true contrast value at an incorrect phase position. To correct for this
deviation in Fig. 5.3, the residual grating data point would have to be rotated by the
phase deviation introduced by positioning the analyser in the emission path. However,
not only does the phase position of the residual grating deviate from the simulation,
but so does that of the remaining data points, indicating that the image shift on the
camera is not constant. This non-constant phase error might be caused by a further
misalignment due to rotating the analyser manually.
A possible reason for the incorrect contrast values is a misalignment of the λ/4-plates
leading to the diffraction order being not circularly but rather elliptically polarised.
For the simulation on which the fit is based, circularly polarised diffraction orders
were assumed. Moreover, the contrast value for each data point was computed using
a theoretical calculated intensity OTF. As this OTF deviates from the experimental
OTF, the accuracy of the contrast values shown in Fig. 5.3 is limited.
Without these shortcomings, Fig. 5.3 should provide an even better knowledge of the
relationship between analyser position, detected grating contrast and detected grating
phase. This information could then be used to find the analyser orientations suited
best for the reconstruction of the final picoSIM image.
5.1.3 The successively acquired biological sample data
As a biological application Fig. 5.4 depicts images of fixed adult rat myofibrils. Fig-
ure 5.4a shows the standard wide-field image whereas Fig. 5.4b shows the optically
sectioned image. The three raw images (Fig. 5.5) necessary for the picoSIM recon-
struction were acquired successively. The reconstructed image shows a thin slice of the
sample that contains only in-focus information; the out-of-focus light has been removed
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in the reconstruction process.
The reconstructed biological data shows that our algorithm is able to cope not only
with a reduced pattern contrast and signal-to-noise due to fluorescence anisotropy but
also with a varying pattern contrast in the raw images (see 5.1.2).
The importance of fluorescence anisotropy for picoSIM was described in [20]. For
single photon processes, the anisotropy r can reach values up to r0 = 0.4 (see 2.6).
This value corresponds to a decrease in modulation contrast and therefore signal-to-
noise by a factor of two compared to conventional SIM. Any value of r0 < 0.4 will
reduce the signal-to-noise further. The biological data presented demonstrates that
the Cy2 labelling described in 4.2.3 is suitable for picoSIM. However, the illumination




3− cillu , (5.11)
where cillu can be retrieved from the data similarly as described for cNoA in Eq. 5.6.
For the raw image with the best illumination contrast, the anisotropy calculates to
r0 = 0.05. This value only represents a lower limit as out-of-focus light disturbs the
measurement of cillu. Moreover, the theoretical OTF used for calculating cillu leads
to erroneously small values. Finally, none of the raw images may have been acquired
with the optimum analyser orientation, i.e. the analyser orientation leading to the
best possible illumination contrast. In theory all dye-linker combinations with a higher
fluorescence anisotropy should lead to better results.
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(a) Wide-field
(b) picoSIM reconstruction
Fig. 5.4: Reconstruction of successively acquired biological sample data: Images of fixed adult
rat myofibrils, stained with monoclonal mouse antibodies against the titin epitope
T12 and secondary Cy2-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies. (a) shows
the standard wide-field image (calculated as the inverse FT of the separated 0th order
component, i.e. the unshifted wide-field component) whereas (b) shows the optically
sectioned image after reconstruction of the three successively acquired raw images.
Exposure time: 50ms, Excitation wavelength: 473nm, Camera: CCD, Laser: 130mW ,
Grating constant in sample space: ds = 1.23 µm, Scale bar: 5 µm
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Fig. 5.5: Successively acquired biological sample data: Raw images of fixed adult rat myofibrils,
stained with monoclonal mouse antibodies against the titin epitope T12 and secondary
Cy2-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies. Exposure time: 50 ms, Ex-
citation wavelength: 473 nm, Camera: CCD, Laser: 130 mW , Grating constant in
sample space: ds = 1.23 µm
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5.2 picoSIM: Single-shot optical sectioning
This section presents the data acquired with the picoSIM setup depitcted in 4.1. Wher-
ever necessary variations from the standard picoSIM data acquisition and processing
routines discussed in 4.3 and 4.4 are stated.
5.2.1 The sectioning performance of picoSIM
For the picoSIM sectioning curves shown in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b, the mean intensity of
each of the reconstructed slices of a z-stack, acquired using a fluorescent plane sample
(see 4.2.2), was calculated and plotted against the focus position. The reconstruction
was carried out in a slice-by-slice fashion in order to reduce computing time. Another
benefit of this approach is that in theory it allows the optimisation of the mixing
matrix for each slice individually, leading to an improved order separation and thus a
final image with fewer artefacts. However, in practice this was not feasible. Due to the
decreasing signal-to-noise for out-of-focus regions, it was not possible to retrieve the
reconstruction parameters as described in 4.4.2 for each individual slice. Therefore, the
parameters determined for the focal slice were retrieved and used for the reconstruction
of all other slices.
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FWHM = 1077 nmdatafit
(a) Data: ds = 1.27 µm





























FWHM = 744 nmdatafit
(b) Data: ds = 313 nm































FWHM = 767 nmdata
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(c) Simulation: ds = 1.27 µm

























FWHM = 434 nmdatafit
(d) Simulation: ds = 312 nm
Fig. 5.6: The picoSIM sectioning performance: The data underlying (a) [(b)] consists of a stack
with 40 [60] picoSIM images of a fluorescent plane sample, each acquired at a different
focus position. The step size between each of the images equals 300 nm [100 nm] along
the z-axis. Each of the 40 [60] images was processed utilising the hrSIM algorithm
yielding a reconstructed slice. Each data point (shown in blue) represents the mean
intensity of one reconstructed slice at the focus position z. For the plot shown in (c)
[(d)], simulated data was processed in a similar way. A simulated wide-field PSF
(see 4.4.2) was used for the simulation. The step size between the slices was chosen
to be 100 nm [50 nm]. The finite thickness of the fluorescent plane sample was
disregarded in the simulation. However, due to the relatively small value of 115 nm,
the curves are not affected by this simplification. Furthermore, noise and a varying
pattern contrast were disregarded. To calculate the FWHM, a Gaussian function
(shown in red) was fitted both to the experimentally acquired and the simulated data.
For the fit only the data points belonging to the central peak were considered.
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Figures 5.6a and 5.6b exhibit side lobes around the central peak of the sectioning
curve. These side lobes are also present in the plots shown in Figs. 5.6c and 5.6d which
are based on a simulation of the experiment. However, the asymmetrical distribution of
data points in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b, as well as the varying width of the central lobe and
the side lobes as compared to the simulation, reveal aberrations in the picoSIM system.
The presence of astigmatism can be seen from the varying shape of the beads in the
close up view in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6c. Another reason for the discrepancy between the
experimental and the simulated curves is the presence of artefacts in the reconstructed
data set, which arise due to the reconstruction parameters not being retrieved for each
slice individually. Furthermore, it can be seen that all four curves in Fig. 5.6 exhibit only
positive values. While an in-focus OTF is known to be all positive, a 2D out-of-focus
OTF will exhibit negative values for some frequencies. Thus one would expect negative
values in the curves to appear. The reason for the curves to remain all positive is
the reconstruction algorithm assuming the same in-focus OTF independent of defocus.
This results in a small positive reconstructed brightness instead of a negative value in
the side lobes. However, the determined width of the central peak and thus the quality
of the sectioning is unaffected by the sign of the side lobes.
The sectioning performance of the setup was judged by the FWHM of a Gaussian
fit to the data. For higher accuracy only the data points belonging to the central peak
were considered for the fit, yielding a FWHM of 1077 nm and 744 nm respectively.
Similarly, the FWHM of the simulation calculates to 767 nm and 434 nm respectively.
The sectioning performance depends on the position of the higher order components
in Fourier space, i.e. on the period length of the effective illumination pattern as
described both in 3.1.2 and 4.1.6. The data underlying Fig. 5.6b was acquired with the
grating positioned before L5 (Fig. 4.1) leading to a grating constant in the sample that
is finer than the optimum for optical sectioning. In accordance with theory, positioning
the grating before L3 (Fig. 4.1), i.e. using a much coarser grating than the optimum,
leads to a diminished sectioning performance as can be seen in Fig. 5.6a.
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5.2.2 picoSIM applied to a fixed biological sample
Figure 5.7 shows single-shot optically sectioned images acquired with different exposure
times. It can be seen that picoSIM appreciably suppresses the out-of-focus light present
in the wide-field images. The results show that not only the Cy2 labelling (Fig. 5.4)
but also the DyLight488 labelling, described in 4.2.3, is suitable for picoSIM.
With a size of approximately 22µm×16µm, the field of view is smaller than should
be theoretically possible. The reason is that the image splitter (see 4.1.8) was designed
to be used with an optical system utilising a telecentric design of the emission path.
Due to the non-telecentric arrangement of the objective and emission tube lens in our
Zeiss microscope, the chief rays beyond the tube lens are not parallel to the optical
axis anymore (Fig. 5.8). Utilising the full field of view (44.4 µm × 33.5 µm for the
CCD and 66.0 µm× 66.0 µm for the sCMOS camera) would lead to parts of the light
being blocked within the image splitter, leading to artefacts in the final image. To
avoid this, the field of view had to be reduced by adjusting the rectangular aperture
RA (Fig.4.4) accordingly. As this complex of problems was unknown when designing
the illumination side of the picoSIM setup, the system was optimised for a field of view
of 44.4 µm × 33.5 µm. Hence, illumination intensity is currently lost by illuminating
sample regions not being imaged onto the camera. Redesigning the illumination side of
the setup will increase the light efficiency of the system and allow for shorter exposure
times. Alternatively, the image splitter could be redesigned to image a larger field of
view.
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(a) Wide-field (10ms) (b) picoSIM reconstruction
(10ms)
(c) Wide-field (20ms) (d) picoSIM reconstruction
(20ms)
(e) Wide-field (50ms) (f) picoSIM reconstruction
(50ms)
Fig. 5.7: Reconstruction of single-shot picoSIM data: Images of fixed adult rat myofibrils,
stained with monoclonal mouse antibodies against the titin epitope T12 and sec-
ondary DyLight488-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies. (a), (c) and
(e) show the standard wide-field images (calculated as the inverse FT of the sepa-
rated 0th order component, i.e. the unshifted wide-field component) whereas (b), (d)
and (f) show the reconstructed single-shot picoSIM images. The results show that
picoSIM appreciably suppresses the out-of-focus light present in the wide-field images.
Exposure time: 10ms, 20ms and 50ms respectively, Excitation wavelength: 473nm,
Camera: sCMOS, Laser: 130 mW , Grating constant in sample space: ds = 1.23 µm,
Scale bar: 5 µm









































Fig. 5.8: Field of view considerations: In this schematic view of the emission path for one of
the four beams imaged onto the camera the chief ray is shown in red, the axial rays
are shown in blue and the two focal planes of the tube lens are shown in orange. The
intermediate image, generated in the back focal plane of the tube lens, is relayed onto
the camera via the lenses L1a and L1b of the image splitter (cf. Fig. 4.4). (a) shows
a setup with a telecentric arrangement of objective and tube lens. In this ideal case
every single point of the field of view in the sample is imaged onto the camera. In the
non-telecentric case shown in (b), the chief ray beyond the tube lens is not parallel
to the optical axis anymore. Using the same image splitter as in (a) leads to part
of the light being not accepted by the image splitter. The effect is a loss of sample
information leading to artefacts in the image.
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6. PICOSIM: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The data presented in 5.1 shows that picoSIM works in principle. On the illumination
side of the system, the interference of the circularly polarised −1st and +1st diffraction
orders yields the desired polarisation distribution in the sample, albeit with an un-
wanted residual grating (Fig. 5.1b). By rotating the polarisation analyser, positioned
in the emission path of the optical system, it is possible to retroactively choose the ef-
fective illumination pattern position (Fig. 5.3). Out of the three successively acquired
raw images, a final optically sectioned image can be calculated (Fig. 5.4).
Splitting the emission light into four beams and filtering each of them using a polar-
isation analyser allows one to acquire the raw images needed for a SIM reconstruction
in a single exposure (Fig. 5.7).
In conclusion, picoSIM allows optical sectioned imaging with higher acquisition
rates as compared to conventional SIM and confocal microscopy.
The current picoSIM setup can be optimised in various ways in order to become
a good alternative for high speed optical sectioned imaging, not only in the field of
fluorescence microscopy but also for reflected and scattered light.
The sectioning performance of the current picoSIM setup was judged by calculating
the FWHM of the Gaussian fit shown in Fig. 5.6b. The value of FWHM = 744 nm
can still be improved by replacing the laser illumination by an incoherent light source
(see 3.2.4). Due to the order separation in plane P3,4 and P5,6 (Fig. 4.1) respectively,
needed to generate the picoSIM illumination, the use of incoherent light is currently
not feasible. However, in a collaboration with Prof. Stefan Nolte (Institute of Applied
Physics, Jena, Germany) we are currently testing so-called nanogratings, i.e. fs-laser in-
duced sub-wavelength structures with birefringent properties [57], which allow the gen-
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eration of a position dependent polarisation distribution as needed in picoSIM. Hence,
the setup components currently generating the polarisation distribution on the illumi-
nation side (see 4.1) will eventually become obsolete and be replaced by a nanograting
inserted at the field diaphragm position in the illumination path of a conventional fluo-
rescence microscope. This simplification will allow the use of incoherent light and thus
improve the sectioning performance of picoSIM.
In order to increase the field of view of currently approximately 22 µm × 16 µm
(see 5.2.2), the image splitter has to be redesigned and optimised for the microscope in
use. However, if all four beams are imaged onto the same camera sensor, the maximum
field of view calculates to one quarter of the sensor size divided by the magnification of
the system. Alternatively, the four beams could be directed onto multiple synchronised
cameras, increasing the field of view up to the size of the camera sensor if four cameras
are used.
In the current setup, light intensity is lost by illuminating parts of the sample
that are not imaged onto the camera. To decrease the exposure time and increase the
acquisition rate, the illumination side of the system has to be optimised in such a way
that only the field of view imaged onto the camera is illuminated. Furthermore, finding
dye-linker combinations with higher anisotropy values will increase the signal-to-noise
and thus allow shorter exposure times.
Finally, in order to reduce photobleaching in live cell imaging, an acousto-optical
tunable filter (AOTF) should be used to trigger the illumination parallel to the acqui-
sition of the camera.






A.1 Intensity pattern generated by two-beam illumination
A linearly polarised, monochromatic and coherent beam of light is directed onto the
SIM diffraction grating with grating constant ~kg = (kg,x, 0, 0). When blocking the 0
th
and all higher diffraction orders beyond the grating, only the −1st and +1st orders
will be focused to generate two foci in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective
lens. Either of these diffraction orders m (m = {−1,+1}) corresponds to a plane wave
E exp[ı(~km · ~r + ϕm)] in sample space, with ~km being defined by the position of the
BFP focus’ projection onto the McCutchen generalised aperture. The interference of









E exp[ı(~km · ~r + ϕm)]
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E exp[ı(~km · ~r + ϕm)]
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with ∆~k = ~k+1 − ~k−1 and ∆ϕ = ϕ+1 − ϕ−1. In the situation described above ~k+1 =
(kg,x, 0, kz) and ~k−1 = (−kg,x, 0, kz). Equation A.1 thus becomes:
I(~r) = 2|E|2[1 + cos(2kg,xx+ ∆ϕ)] . (A.2)
This standing wave intensity pattern has a frequency twice as high as the grating fre-
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quency kg,x, a direct consequence of blocking the 0
th order. Furthermore, the intensity
distribution only depends on the x-coordinate and is therefore constant along the op-
tical axis.
As we just saw, coherent illumination of the SIM diffraction grating yields one pair of
coherent foci (when the 0th order is blocked) in the BFP of the objective. Illuminating
the diffraction grating with incoherent light and blocking the 0th order yields multiple
such pairs of coherent foci being mutually incoherent. The distance between two BFP
spots belonging to one pair is constant and corresponds to 2~kg. However, the position of
the pairs, when projecting them onto McCutchen’s generalised aperture, differs. This
varying position of the pairs of spots corresponds to different illumination angles with
which the sample is illuminated. One pair of spots can be treated as already described
for the single pair in case of coherent illumination. The final intensity distribution in
sample space is the sum of the individual intensity patterns generated by each pair.
This intensity distribution will resemble the one derived for coherent light only in the
focal plane of the objective; for out-of-focus regions the contrast of the intensity pattern
decreases.
A.2 Filling the missing cone in sSIM
This derivation is based on [20] and [27].
To analyse the sectioning capability of sSIM we consider:













Iem,n(~r) = Iillu,n(~r)S(~r) , (3.2)
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can be written as:






























































Aexp(−ı~killu · ~r)m(~r) ,
(A.4)
with the modulation function:
m(~r) = δ(z)⊗ [hillu(~r)exp(ı~killu · ~r)] = F−1{δ(kx)δ(ky)h˜illu(~k − ~killu)}(~r) . (3.7)
Equation 3.5 can then be written as:



































~killu · ~r)hdet(~r) = F−1{h˜det(~k − ~killu)}(~r) . (3.8)
A.3 The hrSIM reconstruction process
The following paragraphs, explaining the individual steps of the reconstruction for a
two-beam hrSIM system in more detail, are based on [58] and [27].
Matrix notation In order to separate M object components present in a Fourier-
transformed SIM image, at least N ≥ M images I(z0)n (~rxy) (with n = 1, 2, ..., N) with
different illumination pattern positions Iillu,n(~r) must be acquired. As a two-beam
hrSIM illumination yields M = 3 object components of order m (with m = −1, 0,+1)
in the Fourier-transformed image, at least N = 3 raw images I
(z0)
n (~rxy) (with n =




[1 + cos(~killu · ~r + φn)] (n = 1, 2, ..., N) , (A.6)
which corresponds to:








[e−ıφnδ(~k + ~killu) + eıφnδ(~k − ~killu)]
]
(A.7)












· h˜det(~k) dkz . (A.8)




















n (~kxy) as the n
th component of a vector of images ~˜I(z0)(~kxy) allows us































and the N ×M mixing matrix:
Mn,m = e
ımφn (n = 1, 2, ..., N ;m = −1, 0,+1) . (A.13)
Separation of object components In order to separate the object components
we invert Eq. A.11:
~˜Ω(z0)(~kxy) = M
−1 ~˜I(z0)(~kxy) . (A.14)
Matrix Mn,m has to be reversible. Hence, the grating phases mφn have to be chosen
in such a way that all of M’s column vectors are linearly independent. If the mixing
matrix M is not square, i.e. if more raw images were taken than there are components
to separate, the inverse M−1 can be calculated as the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse
M−1 = (M †M)−1M †, with the symbol † denoting the Hermitian transpose [53].
Shifting of the separated components After their separation, the object com-
ponents must be shifted by m~killu to their correct position in Fourier space, i.e. the
true position of the sample information in k-space. These shifted components are:
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Ω˜(z0)m (
~kxy +m~killu) = Am
∫ +∞
−∞




[e−ıkzz0S˜(~k)] · h˜m(~k) dkz ,
(A.15)
with the component specific shifted OTF:
h˜m(~k) = Amh˜det(~k +m~killu) . (A.16)
Recombination of the shifted components and generalised Wiener filter
deconvolution In order to obtain a near-isotropic lateral resolution enhancement in
the reconstructed image, the previous steps of data acquisition and processing have to
be carried out for multiple orientations o (with o = 1, 2, .., O and O ≥ 3) of the grating,
yielding O ·M separated components Ω˜(z0)o,m(~kxy).
Noise considerations suggest recombining the separated and shifted components
using a weighted averaging approach rather than a simple summation of the individual
components.
Following [54], a constant mean intensity in the acquired raw images will result
in the corresponding Fourier images I˜
(z0)
o,n (~kxy) exhibiting frequency independent noise
with a standard deviation σ. After separation, each component Ω˜
(z0)
o,m(~kxy +m~killu,o), a
summation of N Fourier images whose noise add in quadrature, will exhibit frequency
independent noise with a standard deviation of σ =
√
Nσ [54]. In contrast, the level of
information that each separated and shifted component can contribute to the image is
not constant but depends on the transfer strength of the shifted OTF h˜o,m(~k) at a cer-
tain frequency position. Consequently, the signal-to-noise contribution of a component
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at a specific frequency position depends on the transfer strength of the OTF at this
position. At frequency positions where the component specific OTF has a low transfer
strength, the component in question would contribute a high noise level but only little
information to the recombined image. It is therefore advantageous to primarily use the
information of a component with a higher OTF value at this position. In the process
of weighted averaging, overlapping information stemming from different components
is averaged with frequency dependent weights, chosen to maximise the ratio of total
information transfer to total noise.
Although weighted averaging is a good way to recombine the individual sample
components, it still leads to an uneven transmission of frequencies in the imaging pro-
cess. A generalised Wiener filter deconvolution [59] attempts to reverse this effect by
enhancing weak frequency components, thus leading to a truer representation of the
image.
Applying a FT with respect to z0 to an entire z-stack of images (acquired for evenly
spaced z0) allows to retrieve the complete 3D information of the sample and therefore
the transition from 2D to 3D sample components [27]:
Ω˜o,m(~k +m~killu,o) = S˜(~k)h˜o,m(~k) . (A.17)










where γ is the constant Wiener parameter, which has to be adjusted empirically.
Apodisation The shape of the effective OTF after Wiener filtering can cause ring-
ing artefacts and negative values in the reconstructed image. To avoid this J˜recomb(~k)
is multiplied with an apodisation function h˜goal(~k) attenuating higher frequencies:
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J˜final(~k) = J˜recomb(~k)h˜goal(~k) . (A.19)
The definition of h˜goal(~k) is based on the Euclidean distance d(~k) between the position
~k and the edge of the effective OTF support. The apodisation function, which is
normalised to a maximum value of one, is then h˜goal(~k) = d
κ(~k). The parameter κ
allows adjusting of the shape of the apodisation function.
Final image The final reconstructed 3D image can be obtained by an inverse FT
of J˜final(~k):
Jfinal(~r) = F−1{J˜final(~k)}(~r) . (A.20)
A.4 Estimating the mixing matrix by means of an weighted auto-
correlation of the Fourier-transformed raw images
This derivation is based on [52].
For the experimental results presented in 5.1.3 and 5.2.2 only a 2D data set was
reconstructed. The same is true for the z-stack discussed in 5.2.1 as the 3D data set
was reconstructed in a slice-by-slice fashion. Consequently, this derivation is based on
a 2D consideration approximating the image formation in Fourier space as:





S˜(~k) dkz , (A.22)





h˜(~k) dkz . (A.23)
(As opposed to the true 3D image formation described in 2.4)
The weighted auto-correlation of a 2D Fourier image A˜(~kxy) at the position ~k0 is
defined as:








with ?w denoting the weighted correlation operator. Calculating the weighted auto-
correlation for one fixed position ~k0 yields a result with better signal-to-noise when
dealing with noisy images as compared to the un-weighted approach [27].
To estimate the phase of the effective illumination pattern in the picoSIM raw
images, the weighted auto-correlation of each Fourier image I˜n(~kxy) at the position
−~killu needs to be calculated:























· h˜det(~kxy) , (A.26)
where An,m is the amplitude of the m
th order (with m = −1, 0,+1) in the nth im-
age (with n = 1, 2, ..., N). Equation A.26 corresponds to Eq. A.8 modified for the
reconstruction of a 2D data set. By introducing An,m, Eq. A.26 accommodates for the
varying pattern contrast in the individual raw picoSIM images. Choosing the weights
to be w(~kxy) = h˜
∗
det(









ıφn |S˜(~kxy − ~killu)|2 + ∆
]
|h˜det(~kxy)|2| h˜det(~kxy − ~killu)|2dkxdky ,
(A.27)
with ∆ containing correlations between sample components and random noise (expec-
tation value 0) as well as auto-correlations of the sample components at frequency
positions ~k 6= 0 (expectation value very small compared to the ~k = 0 case). Disregard-









|S˜(~kxy − ~killu)|2|h˜det(~kxy)|2|h˜det(~kxy − ~killu)|2dkxdky.
(A.28)
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|S˜(~kxy − ~killu)|2|h˜det(~kxy)|2|h˜det(~kxy − ~killu)|2dkxdky ,
(A.29)
where:
An,1 := An,+1 = An,−1 . (A.30)
As eıφn is the only complex value in Eq. A.29, we can directly retrieve the phase φn of
the effective illumination pattern in In(~rxy) from Cw,n(−~killu).






As we normalised the mean intensity of each raw image to the same value in the cause
of the data preprocessing, An,0 can assumed to be constant for every n and is set to:
An,0 ≡ 1 . (A.32)
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Hence, the contrast of the pattern in each of the images only depends on An,1. Defining
I˜1(~kxy) as reference image, comparing Eq. A.29 for different Fourier images I˜n(~kxy),
allows to infer An,1 relatively to A1,1 and thus the relative contrast of the pattern in















An,m = fnA1,1, (for m = −1,+1) (A.35)





· h˜det(~kxy) , (A.36)
eq. A.26 becomes:






Introducing the matrix notation in accordance with appendix A.3:
~˜I(~kxy) = M
′ ~˜Ω(~kxy) , (A.38)
yields the new N ×M mixing matrix:
M′n,m = An,me
ımφn (n = 1, 2, ..., 4 ;m = −1, 0,+1) , (A.39)
which not only contains the pattern phase φn but also the relative pattern contrast fn
for each raw image In(~rxy).
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B. SETUP ALIGNMENT
Before the experiments could be conducted, the experimental setup had to be built
on an optical table. The major part of this step was the alignment of the optical
components. The alignment of the illumination side of the system was carried out
first (see B.1). After initial experiments which showed that picoSIM works in principle
(see 5.1), the four-way image splitter was assembled with the components described
in 4.1.8 and aligned accordingly (see B.2). The last step was to mount the image
splitter and the camera to the microscope and to align the detection side of the system
(see B.3).
B.1 Alignment of the illumination side
The following paragraphs describe the individual steps of the alignment process of the
illumination side. The abbreviations refer to the components described in 4.1 and
depicted in Fig. 4.1. The alignment of the illumination side of the system can be
divided into four different steps:
1. Modifying the Axiovert 200 M microscope stand
2. Defining the optical axis
3. Positioning the lenses
4. Positioning the λ/4-plates
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Modifying the Axiovert 200 M microscope stand
In order to build the picoSIM setup it was necessary to remove the components of
the original illumination path up to the filter cube from the Axiovert 200 M. Since all
respective components of the illumination path are attached to one structural element,
this was straightforward. Furthermore, the dichromatic beam splitter and the emission
filter described in 4.1.7 were inserted in the filter cube situated in the reflector turret.
The built-in Zeiss tube lens was kept in the emission path. Finally, the nano-positioner
was mounted and the sample stage was elevated by means of custom-made spacers.
Defining the optical axis
Before the lenses could be positioned, the optical axis had to be defined using the
illumination laser. The first step was to fix the laser at the correct height, i.e. the
height that enables to couple it into the microscope. Afterwards, the position of the
first lens L1 was roughly estimated. The laser was positioned on the optical table in
such a way that the laser beam could be reflected to the position of L1 by means of two
alignment mirrors (not depicted in Fig. 4.1). The mirrors (Thorlabs, USA), which can
be tilted in two dimensions, enable the adjustment of the angle and the position of the
laser beam as it enters the setup. Before coupling the laser beam into the microscope,
the dichromatic beam splitter DBill had to be positioned in such a way that the AOI on
it is 45◦. The orientation of the beam splitter was chosen as described in section 4.1.7.
After the preliminary preparation the laser beam could be coupled into the micro-
scope. The beam has to meet two important requirements to be coupled in correctly.
First, it has to pass the centre of the objective’s back aperture. Second, the angle
under which it is incident on the back aperture has to be 0◦, i.e. it has to be incident
orthogonally to the aperture plane. To identify whether these alignment requirements
are met, the objective was removed and substituted by an alignment target (Fig. B.1)
and a mirror (Fig. B.2). Both the target and the mirror were attached to the objec-
tive’s precision thread. The alignment target enables one to judge whether the beam
passes the centre of the back aperture, while the mirror reveals any deviation from the
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ideal AOI. If the reflected beam coincides with the incoming beam, the AOI is cor-
rect. Whether the reflected beam coincides with the incoming beam was ascertained
by means of an aperture positioned in the beam path. The AOI is correct if both the
incoming and the reflected beam pass the aperture. The alignment mirrors were used




Fig. B.1: Defining the optical axis using a target: Depicted is the illumination beam path at the
beginning of the alignment process at which it only consists of the two dichromatic
beam splitters DBill and DB. The incoming laser beam (indicated by the blue dotted
line and the blue arrows) passes a target, fixed at the objective position. The target
allows one to judge whether the beam of light passes the centre of the objective thread
(indicated by the red dotted line and the red arrow). Two alignment mirrors (not
depicted) can be used to change both the position and the orientation of the incoming
laser beam in the directions indicated by the green arrows.
The next step was to check whether the laser beam is parallel to the optical table.
This is important since the degrees of freedom offered by the lens mounts is limited.
Only a beam that is parallel to the table will pass the lenses orthogonally. If it turns
out that the laser beam is not parallel to the table, the microscope stand must be tilted
accordingly. Afterwards, the position and the AOI of the beam incident on the back





Fig. B.2: Defining the optical axis using a mirror: Depicted is the illumination beam path at
the beginning of the alignment process at which it only consists of the two dichromatic
beam splitters DBill and DB. The incoming laser beam (indicated by the blue arrow)
is reflected by a mirror, fixed at the objective position. To judge whether the AOI
of the beam of light equals 0◦, a small sized aperture was positioned in the setup.
Two alignment mirrors (not depicted) can be used to change both the position and
the orientation of the incoming laser beam in the directions indicated by the green
arrows. If the reflected beam (indicated by the red dotted line and the red arrows)
passes the same aperture as the incoming beam, the AOI is correct.
aperture of the objective needs to be readapted.
Finally, two apertures with variable diameter (not depicted in Fig. 4.1) were inte-
grated in the beam path before the position of L1 to mark the optical axis. Due to the
fact that there is only one way for a laser beam to pass through two point-like holes,
the optimised beam path was defined unambiguously by this action.
After the optical axis was defined by the correctly aligned laser beam, the lenses
were positioned.
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Positioning of the lenses
Before positioning the lenses of the illumination side of the system, one has to make
sure that the objective is at the correct z-position. Since the alignment of the setup
must be optimised for the conditions present when conducting the experiments, the
objective lens nano-positioner was moved to its centre position and the objective was
moved to its focus position.
The first step was to move the objective out of the beam path and mark the laser
spot reflected by the dichromatic beam splitter DB where it hits the ceiling of the
laboratory (Fig. B.3). Afterwards, the objective was moved back to its correct position
in the beam path.
DB
DBill
Fig. B.3: Marking of the optical axis: Depicted is the illumination beam path at the beginning
of the alignment process at which it only consists of the two dichromatic beam splitters
DBill and DB. After the optical axis was defined by alignment of both the AOI and
the position of the incoming laser beam (indicated by the blue dotted line an the blue
arrows), the position of the laser beam, reflected by DB (indicated by the red dotted
line an the red arrow), was marked where it hits the ceiling.
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The illumination side was aligned in reverse, i.e. the illumination tube lens L7 was
positioned first, the first lens of the setup L1 last. There are four demands that had to
be taken into account when integrating each of the lenses:
1. The incoming laser beam must pass through the lens in its centre.
2. After positioning the lens, the laser beam must still hit the spot marked on
the ceiling.
3. The distance to the lens positioned prior to the actual lens must equal the
sum of the focal lengths of the two respective lenses (telecentric setup).
4. The beams reflected by each spherical surface of the lens must coincide with
the incoming beam.
A cage alignment plate (Thorlabs, USA) was used to ensure that the laser beam




Fig. B.4: Centring of a lens: To judge whether the incoming laser beam (indicated by the blue
dotted line an the blue arrows) hits the centre of the lens, an alignment plate was
attached to the lens. The position of the lens in the x- and y-direction was adjusted
accordingly.
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If the lens was positioned correctly, the laser beam would still hit the marked spot on
the ceiling. For higher precision in the x and y direction, x−y translation mounts with a
micrometer sensitivity were used to mount the lenses. Whether the laser beam still hits
the same spot on the ceiling after positioning of a lens was judged visually. Obviously,
the position of the laser beam was easier to judge when the beam emerging from the
objective was collimated. This was the case after positioning of the illumination tube
lens L7 and in the following for every other lens. As the optical table and the ceiling
are uncoupled, the method is difficult to accomplish when the optical table is floated.
Hence, the table was defloated for the alignment process.
All lenses of the illumination side of the system were positioned in a telecentric
arrangement, i.e. the distance between two consecutive lenses corresponded to the sum
of their focal lengths. A shearing interferometer (Thorlabs, USA) was used to check
whether two consecutive lenses were positioned correctly on the optical axis (Fig. B.5).
A shearing interferometer is a device to test the collimation of a beam of light [60]. A
collimated laser beam that passes two lenses will be collimated again if the two lenses
are in telecentric arrangement. The shearing plate is only applicable for beam diameters
that are sufficient in size. To ensure the practicality of the device, it was necessary to
increase the diameter of the laser beam by means of a beam expander (not depicted in
Fig. B.5). The beam expander was positioned right in front of the laser in such a way
that the widened and collimated laser beam passes the two apertures inserted to define
the optical axis. The beam expander was removed after the alignment process.
In order to check the angle of incidence on a lens, the diameter of one of the
apertures, inserted to define the optical axis, was reduced until only a little fraction of
the beam diameter, increased by the beam expander, entered the setup. The lens had
to be aligned in such a way that the beam reflected by the lens passes the aperture
(Fig. B.6). Due to the long distance between the respective lens and the aperture this
corresponds to an AOI on the lens of approximately 0◦.
The first lens to be positioned was L7. Due to the small focal length of the objective,
which caused the diameter of the emerging laser beam to be very small, it was not





Fig. B.5: Telecentric lens arrangement: To judge whether the distance between two lenses
equals the sum of their focal lengths, a shearing interferometer was used. The shearing
interferometer was positioned in such a way that the incoming and collimated laser
beam (indicated by the blue dotted line an the blue arrows) passes it after passing the
1st and the 2nd lens. Here, the 2nd lens is the lens that was already aligned whereas
the 1st lens is in the process of alignment. The z-position of the 1st lens is adjusted




Fig. B.6: Orientation of a lens: To judge the correct orientation of a lens, an aperture was used.
The incoming beam (indicated by the blue dotted line an the blue arrows) passes both
the aperture and the lens. The orientation of the lens is adjusted (indicated by the
green arrow) until the beam reflected by the lens (indicated by the red dotted line an
the red arrows), passes the aperture as well.
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possible to check its correct z-position by using the shearing interferometer as described
above. Instead, the z-position of L7 was adjusted by observing the size of the laser spot
at the ceiling. The beam was assumed to be collimated when the spot size was as small
as possible. The steps 1, 2 and 4 were accomplished as described above.
The remaining lenses were positioned and aligned accordingly.
Positioning of the λ/4-plates
Before the mounted λ/4-plates were positioned in the illuminating beam path, they
needed to be oriented correctly. The alignment was accomplished after the polarising
filter Pol was included in the setup and for each λ/4-plate separately. As described
in 4.1.5, the angle between the incident linearly polarised light and the fast axis of the
wave plate must be −45◦ (+45◦) to generate right-circularly (left-circularly) polarised
light respectively. The labelling of the fast axis allowed for a rough estimation of the
correct orientation. For higher precision, a rotatable polarising filter was positioned
on the sample stage of the microscope. The light intensity beyond the polariser was
measured by means of a power meter. If the orientation of the wave-plate in the beam
path is correct, the light emerging on-axis from the objective will be circularly polarised.
Circularly polarised light will lead to no intensity variation when rotating the polariser
positioned on the sample stage. Hence, the wave-plate was oriented in such a way that
rotating the polarising filter led to the least possible intensity fluctuation detected by
the power meter. This procedure was conducted for each wave-plate.
The custom-made mounting device (see 4.1.5) along with the correctly aligned λ/4-
plates was positioned in plane P3,4 and P5,6 of the setup respectively, where the 0
th
order and all higher orders were blocked. The carriers of the mounting device were
positioned in such a way that the ±1st orders pass the clear apertures of the respective
wave-plate undisturbed.
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B.2 Alignment of the four-way image splitter
The four-way image splitter and all its components described in this paragraph are
depicted in Fig. 4.4.
The basic alignment of the image splitter was conducted before it was attached to
the microscope. The alignment procedure was eased by using the alignment pinholes
delivered along with the image splitter. Note that only the mirrors M1a −M1d and
M2a−M2e and the rectangular mirrors RM1 and RM2 can be adjusted in all degrees of
freedom. The adjustment of all other components is limited. The correct mounting of
the λ/2-plate, the polarising beam splitters PBS1 and PBS2 and the clean up polarisers
CP1a, CP1b, CP2a and CP2b was accomplished before they were included in the device.
The first step was to couple a laser into the bare device using two alignment mirrors.
The first alignment pinhole AP1 and an iris aperture screwed on the microscope mount
of the image splitter were used for defining the optical axis. In particular, it was ensured
that the laser beam enters the image splitter parallel to its ground plate.
Afterwards, the beam splitter BS, the mirrors M1a−M1d and M2a−M2e, the λ/2-
plate and the polarising beam splitters PBS1 and PBS2 were mounted and aligned
using the alignment pinholes AP2 −AP7.
The next step was to position the imaging lenses L1b, L1c, L2b and L2c along with
the respective clean up polarisers CP1a, CP1b, CP2a and CP2b and adjust the relative
z-position of the lenses. For this purpose the light emerging from a distant tree, which
was assumed to be parallel, was coupled into the image splitter. The camera was then
positioned in focal distance behind L2b and L2c to capture the light focused by each of
the lenses. The relative z-position of the lenses was optimised until the two images of
the tree on the camera were simultaneously in focus. The same was accomplished for
the lenses L1b and L1c.
To find the absolute z-position of the four imaging lenses within the image-splitter,
the device was equipped with the rectangular mirrors RM1 and RM2 and with the
prism mirrors P1 and P2. The four components were aligned in such a way that they
reflected the light passing the lenses L1b, L1c, L2b and L2c onto the camera attached
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to the camera mount of the image splitter. The z-position of the camera was adjusted
until the images focused by the lenses L2b and L2c were in focus. With the aid of their
movable mount, the z-positions of the lenses L1b and L1c were then optimised until all
four images on the camera were in focus.
The final step was to insert the lenses L1a and L2a. To adjust their z-position, the
rectangular aperture at the entrance of the image splitter (i.e. the intermediate image
plane) was illuminated using an incoherent light source. The correct z-position of the
lenses was found when the edge of the aperture RA appeared sharp on all four images
on the camera.
B.3 Alignment of the detection side
After the basic alignment, the four-way image splitter and the camera were attached
to the microscope.
To ensure that the emission light enters the image splitter correctly, the built-in
halogen lamp of the microscope and a low magnification objective were used to image
a coarse and bright sample onto the camera. Beforehand, the microscope was set up
for Ko¨hler Illumination. The sample was then viewed using the eyepiece and moved
until a striking feature was situated in the centre of the field of view. The image of the
sample was then inspected at the entirely opened intermediate image plane (i.e. the
position of the rectangular aperture RA in Fig. 4.4). The image splitter was positioned
in such a way that the system is parfocal and the striking feature is in the centre of
the aperture. The last step was to position the second dichromatic beamsplitter DBem
(Fig. 4.1) in the emission path.
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C. COMPUTER SCRIPTS
C.1 Beanshell script for the acquisition of a z-stack in µManager
1 // f i l e l o c a t i o n
2 acqName = ”name” ;
3 rootDirName = ”C: / name” ;
4
5 // number o f s l i c e s
6 n r S l i c e s = 20 ;
7
8 // d i s t ance in um between s l i c e s
9 d i s t ance = 0 . 1 ;
10
11 // number o f channe l s ( should be two or l e s s )
12 nrChannels = 1 ;
13
14 // Number o f t imepo int s
15 nrFrames = 1 ;
16 //// Time between t imePoints ( in Ms) ;
17 // interva lMs = 1100 ;
18
19 // c l e a r a l l p rev ious a c q u i s i t i o n s
20 gui . c l o s e A l l A c q u i s i t i o n s ( ) ;
21 gui . clearMessageWindow ( ) ;
22
23 // get image p r o p e r t i e s
24 long width = mmc. getImageWidth ( ) ;
25 long he ight = mmc. getImageHeight ( ) ;
26 long depth = mmc. getBytesPerPixe l ( ) ;
27
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28 // move focus dev i c e to cent r e p o s i t i o n and s t o r e cen t r e p o s i t i o n as a
r e f e r e n c e to re turn to a f t e r a cqu i r i ng the s tack
29 mmc. s e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) , 125) ;
30 mmc. s l e e p ( 5 0 . 0 ) ; // wait f o r . . . ms
31 zPos = mmc. g e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) ) ;
32
33 // Move focus dev i ce down so that the cent r e p o s i t i o n w i l l be in the
cent r e o f the s tack
34 double basePos = zPos − ( d i s t anc e ∗ ( n r S l i c e s / 2) ) ;
35 mmc. s e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) , basePos ) ;
36 mmc. s l e e p ( 5 0 . 0 ) ;
37
38 // prepare new a c q u i s i t i o n s
39 gui . openAcqu i s i t i on (acqName , rootDirName , nrFrames , nrChannels , n r S l i c e s ) ;
40
41 // open a c q u i s i t i o n window
42 gui . i n i t i a l i z e A c q u i s i t i o n (acqName , ( i n t ) width , ( i n t ) height , ( i n t ) depth )
;
43
44 // get exposure time and binning
45 exposure = mmc. getExposure ( ) ;
46 binning = mmc. getProperty (mmc. getCameraDevice ( ) , ” Binning ” ) ;
47
48 f o r ( s l i c e =0; s l i c e < n r S l i c e s ; s l i c e ++) {
49
50 i n t frame = 0 ;
51 i n t channel = 0 ;
52 i n t counter = 0 ;
53
54 wait = exposure + 50 ;
55 gui . snapAndAddImage (acqName , frame , channel , s l i c e ) ;
56 mmc. s l e e p ( wait ) ;
57
58 pos = mmc. g e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) ) ;
59 gui . message ( ” Pos i t i on : ” + pos ) ;
60 double pos = pos + d i s t anc e ;
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61 mmc. s e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) , pos ) ;
62 mmc. s l e e p (50) ;
63 }
64
65 // move focus dev i c e back to cent r e p o s i t i o n a f t e r f i n i s h i n g z s tack
66 mmc. s e t P o s i t i o n (mmc. getFocusDevice ( ) , 125) ;
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D. ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
D.1 List of abbreviations
2D: Two-dimensional
3D: Three-dimensional
AOI: Angle of incidence
AOTF: Acousto-optical tunable filter
APSF: Amplitude point spread function
ATF: Amplitude transfer function
BFP: Objective’s back focal plane
CCD: Charge-coupled device camera
FAIR: Flexible algorithms for image registration
FFT: Fast Fourier transform
FT: Fourier transform
FWHM: Full width at half maximum
GFP: Green Fluorescent Protein
hrSIM: High resolution structured illumination microscopy
MSE: Mean squared error
OPM Oblique plane microscopy
OTF: Optical transfer function
picoSIM: Polarised illumination coded structured illumination
PSF: Point spread function
ROI: Region of interest
sCMOS: Scientific complementary metaloxidesemiconductor camera
SIM: Structured illumination microscopy
D. Abbreviations and symbols 132
SPIM: Selective plane illumination microscopy
sSIM: Structured illumination microscopy for optical sectioning
TIRFM: Total internal reflection microscopy
D.2 List of mathematical symbols and variables
z: Coordinate along the optical axis
x, y: Lateral coordinates
k: Spatial frequency
kmax: Maximum frequency that can be transmitted by the microscope
dmin: Abbe limit of resolution
λem: Wavelength of emission light
NA: Numerical aperture of the objective lens
f∗: Complex conjugate of f
⊗: Convolution operator
h(~r) : Point spread function
f˜ : Fourier transform of f
h˜(~k): Optical transfer function
M: N ×M Matrix M
δ: Dirac delta function
~killu: Illumination pattern’s k-vector in reciprocal sample coordinates
ı: Imaginary unit
F−1: Inverse Fourier transform
ds: Grating constant in sample space
Ds: Sampling distance
ks: Sampling frequency
?w: Weighted cross-correlation operator
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E. SETUP PARAMETERS
Parameters for the setup depicted in Fig. 4.1:
Objective: Plan-Apochromat 100× /1.4 Oil DIC, ∞/0.17
Effective focal length objective lens:
fobj = 1.645mm (as calculated)
Pupil diameter: D = 4.61mm (as calculated)
Laser wavelength: λ = 473 nm (as specified by the supplier)
Laser beam diameter: approximately 2mm (as measured)
Laser power: 130mW/600mW (as specified by the supplier)
Grating constant: 12.5 µm (as specified by the supplier)
Grating constant in sample space:
1.23 µm (as calculated for the grating positioned before L3)
308 nm (as calculated for the grating positioned before L5)
Focal lengths Lenses: f1 = 150mm, f2 = 30mm, f3 = 50mm, f4 = 200mm,
f5 = 50mm, f6 = 300mm, f7 = 200mm
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”Single-shot optical sectioning using polarised illumination coded Structured Illumina-
tion Microscopy (picoSIM)”, Oral presentation at SPIE Photonics West. San Francisco,
CA, February 2013.
”Single-shot optical sectioning using polarization-coded structured illumination mi-
croscopy”, Oral presentation at DGMP conference on Medical Physics. Vienna, Aus-
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